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Laura Meza Altamirano
Laura Meza Altamirano
National Assessor for Training and Development
Uladislao Gámez Solanto Institute for Professional Development
San José, Costa Rica
Rebecca Vieyra
Coordinator
Inter-American Teacher Education Network
Organization of American States
Washington, DC, USA

Dear reader,
In this special edition of Conexiones, “Connecting Cultures through STEM,”
we are pleased to share with you eleven articles from educators across the
Americas. This special edition is predicated on the idea that teachers, those who
prepare teachers (teacher educators), and those who support teachers do their best
work when they are connected to each other. Many teachers find community within
their classroom, within their schools, and within their countries. However, in this
edition, we want to draw special attention to the opportunities for teachers and other
supporters of the educational system when people connect across political borders,
at the regional hemispheric level.
All of the articles in this special edition feature participants in the InterAmerican Teacher Education Network (ITEN)*, an initiative of the Organization
of American States (OAS). All of the lead authors have
participated in some way in ITEN’s Project Teams—
multilateral teams composed of classroom teachers,
teacher educators, and institutional representatives
of educational authorities.
ITEN’s current phase of work explores STEM
education, an approach to teaching and learning
that places high value on the integration of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics both
within discipline-specific courses as well as in
general education for younger learners. While
there is no single definition of STEM in the region,
most STEM educators embrace hands-on, inquirybased learning and work to close gender gaps that are so
prevalent in many technical fields.
The Ulasidlao Gámez Solano Institute for Professional
Development (IDPUGS), an institute of the Costa Rican
Ministry of Public Education, has participated in ITEN’s
4
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Project Teams for the past two years. Through their engagement, they are
developing a national digital platform to support early childhood teachers as they
learn how to use STEM approaches in their classrooms. In collaboration with teams
of educators from Colombia, Honduras, and the United States, IDPUGS has both
shared what they know about content creation and professional development and
learned from their partners about effective strategies to increase teachers’ confidence
in STEM.
IDPUGS and ITEN are grateful to the Costa Rican Ministry of Public Education for this
opportunity to feature the work of our collaborative partners across the Americas—
and, for the first time, to make this journal available in both Spanish and English. We
both hope that you find many relevant examples of innovative STEM teaching and
international collaboration in the following pages, and will feel inspired to extend the
border of your own professional community!
Sincerely,
Laura Meza Altamirano
National Assessor for Training and Development
Uladislao Gámez Solanto Institute for Professional
Development
San José, Costa Rica

Rebecca Vieyra
Coordinator
Inter-American Teacher Education Network
Organization of American States
Washington, DC, USA

*ITEN has been generously funded by the U.S. Permanent Mission to the OAS.
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Supporting
Gender-Equity

in the STEM
Classroom
By: Lynn Jorgensen

Title: Supporting Gender-Equity in the STEM Classroom
Resumen: Si bien los egresados
de carreras en áreas de ciencia,
tecnología, ingeniería y matemáticas
(STEM) han crecido en los últimos
veinte años, la proporción de mujeres
que se desempeñan en estos campos
no ha experimentado el mismo
crecimiento. En este artículo se reporta
una investigación acerca de cómo la
instrucción basada en indagación,
influye en la equidad de género en
las aulas. Se analizan los efectos que
la confianza, el trabajo en grupo y
el cuestionamiento socrático tienen
en las mujeres que asisten a cursos
STEM, y cómo pequeños cambios en
la instrucción, pueden tener un gran
impacto en las experiencias de estas
mujeres.

Abstract: While the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) have grown in
the past twenty years, the proportion of
women in these fields has not seen the
same growth. This article researches
how inquiry-based instructional
approaches can better support genderequity in classrooms. It will look at the
effects that confidence, group work, and
Socratic questioning have on women in
STEM courses, and how small changes
in instruction can have large impacts on
the experiences women have in STEM
courses.
Keywords: Socratic Questioning,
gender-equity, high school, inquirybased instruction, STEM.

Palabras clave: Cuestionamiento
Socrático, equidad de Género, escuela
secundaria, instrucción basada en
indagación, STEM.
6
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Supporting GenderEquity in the STEM
Classroom
Over the past twenty years there has
been significant growth in the fields of
science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) as demonstrated
by the number of bachelor’s degrees
awarded in the United States of America
in that time period (see Figures 1 and
2 below). Despite the growth of STEM
fields, the low numbers of women
have remained largely unchanged.
How is it that women still remain
underrepresented in these areas, even
with gains in other areas of education? It
isn’t that they aren’t as capable as men

at being successful in rigorous courses:
this year in our district there were ten
women Valedictorians, those with
the greatest academic achievements
of their class, compared to six men,
and ten women Salutatorians, those
with the second greatest academic
achievements, with only one male. What
is it, then, that detracts women from
pursuing STEM careers? This article
will explore the effects that confidence,
group work, and Socratic questioning
have on women in STEM courses,
particularly high school aged women,
and how small changes to how we
teach can have large impacts on the
experiences women have in our STEM
courses.

Figure 1
Number of undergraduate degrees in the United States, by field (Science and
Engineering Indicators, 2018).
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Figure 2
Participation of women in science and engineering degrees in the United States, by
field (National Science Board, 2018).

In The Confidence Gap, Kay and

students. Dunning and Ehrling (2003),

Shipmen (2014) note that “Confidence

recount a similar phenomenon:

is a belief in one’s ability to succeed,

learning once they decide it’s just too

In Cornell’s math Ph.D. program,
there’s a particular course during
which the going inevitably gets
tough. Male students typically
recognize the hurdle for what it is,
and respond to their lower grades by
saying, “Wow, this is a tough class.”
That’s what’s known as external
attribution, and in a situation like
this, it’s usually a healthy sign of
resilience. Women tend to respond
differently. When the course gets
hard, their reaction is more likely to
be “You see, I knew I wasn’t good
enough.” That’s internal attribution,

hard. It isn’t just my perception of my

and it can be debilitating (p. 8).

a belief that stimulates action. In turn,
taking action bolsters one’s belief in
one’s ability to succeed. So confidence
accumulates—through hard work,
through success, and even through
failure” (paragraphs 55-56). As an
educator, I have seen the effects of low
confidence and fear of failure in many
of my high school students. It is almost
as if they put up a barrier to their own

8
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According to a recent report from

measured by participation in STEM

UNESCO (2017), this confidence gap is

advanced studies. Here, boys began

an international issue, affecting women

dropping out of STEM subjects as

across the globe. With results such as:

they approached their advanced level

“Psychological reactions to competition

studies, whereas girls decided to drop

or testing, such as mathematics anxiety,

out much earlier in secondary school.

which is more common among female

Many high schools in the United

learners...” This reaction was also noted

States and Canada offer the Advanced

in the recent article, “The Elephant in the

Placement program, where students

(Physics Class) Room” in The Physics

may complete college-level curricula

Teacher by Eikerman and Rifkin (2020).

and examinations while in high school.

The article presented the following

American colleges and universities may

female student’s perspective:

grant placement and course credit to

When it feels like you’re surrounded
by males who are confident in their
success in math and females who
are just as smart but not always as
confident—even if these images
aren’t true—it can start to reinforce
implicit biases.
Many female students are just
as successful as their male
counterparts, but when you’re
struggling in a class that can feel
male dominated, it can be an uphill
battle to feel as confident as you
need to be (p. 301).

students who obtain high scores on
the examinations. In the United States,
this confidence gap is reflected in the
number of women who enroll in an
Advance Placement course for physics
compared with the number who go on to
sit for their exam. Only 40% of women
who take the course then go on to take
their exam, regardless of their grades,
as noted in a report by The American
Institute on Physics (White, 2011).
For many educators, the experience as

This confidence gap is reflected in

students in high school and university

a study from the United Kingdom

physics classes was in a lecture-based

(UNESCO, 2017), in which it was noted

classroom. Most, if not all, of the labs

that at age 10-11 years, boys and girls

were printed out in a book for students

nearly equally reported that they learned

to follow along with and record their

interesting things in science. However,

results. I have witnessed the shift from

by the age of 18, this proportion fell

the traditional lecture and pre-formed

to 33% for boys and 19% for girls, as

labs to a more open inquiry-based

Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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form of instruction in the high school

common understanding of the observed

classroom. When we talk about inquiry-

phenomena. In small groups, students

based instruction, we are really looking

collaborate in planning and conducting

at different methods and purposes

experiments. In a whole class setting,

behind the teaching. The purpose of

groups then present and justify their

this higher order thinking methodology

conclusions. The class together utilizes

isn’t to produce students who can

the collective data to develop graphical

recite facts and solve a specific math

and mathematical models. As the

problem, but rather to cultivate students

teacher, I am prepared with a definite

who are critical thinkers, who have

agenda and guide student inquiry and

deep conceptual understandings. The

discussion in that direction with Socratic

purpose is to create students who can

questioning and remarks.

see and find interactions among multiple
subjects all around them. Inquiry-

A large portion of our group work is

based instructions can include Socratic

based on Socratic questioning—asking

seminars, project-based learning,

our students higher order questions

modeling instruction, and engineering by

to help them dig deeper and develop

design. At its heart, all forms of inquiry-

stronger connections between topics.

based instruction result in the following:

We also work to teach our students to

students learn to ask questions, they

question each other, to help their peers

investigate their questions, they create
labs/activities in order to further their
investigations, they discuss their
results/findings with their peers, and
they reflect on their data as they
compare it with their peers’ data and
their group discussions.
The two forms of inquiry-based
instruction that I utilize most are
modeling instruction and Socratic
questioning. I set the stage for
student activities with a demonstration
and class discussion to establish
10
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make those connections as well. I don’t

student learning. As they talk things

want my students solving problems out

out together, students are better able

and having their peers copy the work

to formulate their ideas and have a

down. I want them all to understand why

deeper understanding of the principles

the problem was solved that particular

that they are exploring. Karpowitz and

way, and to see how one type of physics

Mendelberg’s study highlights why we,

principle is like another type of principle.

as educators, need to be aware of our

To help our students delve deeper, we

group dynamics.

ask questions to clarify meaning like: “I
heard you say _____. Is this what you
meant?” We ask for references, “What
evidence did you have for _____?” And
we ask them to apply their knowledge
to a different situation: “How would your
results change if you had (changed a
variable)?”
As instructors, we know that group
work is such an important time
for student-led learning. But is it
equitable? Do all participants have
the same opportunities? A recent
study by Karpowitz and Mendelberg
(2014) suggests that group work is
not as equitable as one might initially
think. They found that in group work
“women are systematically seen as
less authoritative. And their influence
is systematically lower. And they’re
speaking less. And when they’re
speaking up, they’re not being listened
to as much, and they are being
interrupted more.” As educators, we
know that group work is important to

Equality would suggest that each
person in a group of five has the
floor 20 percent of the time, but it
took not just a female majority but a
supermajority (meaning four out of
five) for women to finally speak their
proportionate talking time. At best,
outnumbered women in the study
spoke three-quarters of the time a
man spoke; on average, women
spoke just two-thirds as much as
a man… A lone female spoke the
least (pp. 8-14).
The Karpowitz and Mendelberg study
also looked at group discussions and
questions, and tracked the occurrence
of negative interruptions-along the lines
of “I don’t think so,” or “That’s not right,”
or just talking over another student.
The study noted that “Such negative
interruptions, ‘sap the authority of the
speaker,’ and men commit them most
…the patterns of negative interruptions
were directly tied to the gender
composition of the group.” Again, the
study affirms that group dynamics had a
direct effect on the experience of each

Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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student: “Put a woman alone with four
men, and 70 percent of the interruptions
she receives from men are negative.
Compare that with having four women
in the room: here, just 20 percent of the
interruptions women receive from men
are negative.” (pp. 8-14).
We have seen that a woman’s
confidence in her abilities, the group
dynamics, and group discussion can all
have a very real influence on women in
STEM classes in particular. As educators
and instructors, though, we have a very
real influence on women succeeding.
As we form groups, we shouldn’t worry
about there being too many girls in a
group. In fact, we should actively strive
for groups with more women than
men. When women see themselves
as equal with their peers, they give
themselves permission to struggle
through new material. This struggle
becomes an acceptable part of their
learning process, and it is not seen as a
failure. We can also teach our students
better questioning strategies to use in
12

group discussions. Our students need to
understand that group work isn’t about
a majority rule, but instead the focus
is to come to a unanimous decision.
Karpowitz and Mendelberg also found
that as students took a unanimous
approach to group work, a lone woman
participated nearly as much as a man
in group discussions. It also increased
positive interruptions—ones that
affirmed and validated ideas presented.
This helps to build confidence in women
as a vital member of the group, and
sends the message that everyone’s
voice matters.
As teachers, we can model the
importance of positive interruptions as
we work with our students individually
and in groups. Small interjections like:
“That’s an interesting point,” and “I’m
glad you brought that up,” provide
validation to women and encourage
them to speak up more. In my
classroom, I typically have a ratio of 2:3
women to men or even a 1:2 ratio. If I
were to call on students in proportion
to their numbers, women would almost
never have a chance to participate in
class discussions. Instead, I work to
employ a 50-50 split on voices and have
seen the positive impact this small shift
has had in my classes. When I compare
my students’ grade break-down, the top
ten students in each class do not follow
the ratio of women to men. Instead, it

Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1 , febrero 2021.

is nearly a 50-50 split of women and
men with the highest grades. There
have only been two times this did not
occur in my 5 years of teaching. The first
occurred the final semester of my first
year of teaching. The second occurrence
was when I had a pre-service teacher
candidate in my classroom who was
unfamiliar with inquiry-based instruction.
He focused more of his time answering
male student questions than those of
females. While the grade distribution
the first semester was more girls than
boys in the top 10, the second semester
the grades shifted to a 1:3 ratio. Clearly,
how we treat our students in our classes
directly impacts their success or failure.
As teachers, we know that we have a
powerful influence on the students in
our classrooms, and how we treat our
students in our classes directly impacts
their success or failure. As a Teacher
Fellow with the Inter-American Teacher
Education Network (ITEN), I have had
the opportunity to work with a group that
promotes collaborative work to solve
problems of policy and practice as it
relates to teacher education in STEM.
I have especially focused my work on
promoting policies and practices that
encourage equity in STEM education for
girls and women.

questioning have on women in STEM
courses, and how small changes in how
we teach can have large impacts on the
experiences women have in our STEM
courses. We need more female voices
in the STEM fields, and we need their
unique perspectives to help advance
these fields. As our female students see
more women in STEM and are made
more aware of the impact that they can
have in STEM fields, their confidence
in their own abilities will grow. As they
are strengthened and supported by
their male peers, they can become
more resilient to the minor setbacks that
come with rigorous courses. Inquirybased instruction can be an effective
way to create a more gender-equitable
classroom. Not only will our female
students find more success, all of our
students will find more success and
support among their peers.

We have looked at the effects that
confidence, group work, and Socratic
Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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The Twins of STEM:

twin teachers’ perspectives on
STEM Education and the National

Standards Curriculum at the

Secondary and Primary Levels
in Jamaica
By: Marsha Russell and Tracey Ann Wilson
Title: The Twins of STEM: twin teachers’ perspectives on STEM
Education and the National Standards Curriculum at the Secondary
and Primary Levels in Jamaica

Resumen: Cuando la mayoría de los
educadores piensan en la educación
STEM, hay varias ideas relacionadas
con las cuatro disciplinas que conlleva.
A veces nos vemos obligados a lidiar
con la noción de que STEM no es para
todos. En este artículo, dos educadoras
de Jamaica—hermanas gemelas—nos
ayudarán a conocer su perspectiva de la
educación STEM.
Palabras clave: Aprendizaje basado
en problemas, aprendizaje basado en
proyectos, entorno del aula, indagación,
innovación, liderazgo, pensadores
críticos, proyectos comunitarios, talleres.

Abstract: When most educators think
of STEM education, there are several
ideas relating to the four disciplines that
it entails. We are sometimes brought
to grapple with the notion that STEM
is not for everyone. In this article, two
educators from Jamaica—twin sisters—
will help us take a walk into their
perspective of STEM education.
Keywords: Problem-based learning,
project-based learning, classroom
environment, inquiry, innovation,
leadership, critical thinkers, community
projects, workshops.
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Introduction
STEM education has been around for
several years and yet the full grasp of
this approach is yet to be unearthed
by many of our educators in Jamaica.
There are several misconceptions
about how to actually implement STEM
education in our classrooms. There is
the notion in some educational circles
that STEM education is one of the
many fads that will fade into oblivion
with the introduction of another new
innovation. This article seeks to give
the personal account of two twin
educators in Jamaica (Figure 1), and

The intent behind this curriculum is
to help students to become active
learners, to traverse the mine fields
of education and to become critical
and analytical thinkers, being able to
communicate in the real world. At one
end we see the challenges that primary
teachers face and the complacency on
the parts of students to always have
answers presented to them. While on
the secondary leg, we see that the onus
is heavily on the side of the teacher to
‘bite the bullet’ and become themselves
critical thinkers to formulate exciting and
engaging activities to promote discovery
and investigation.

their perspectives on STEM differ given
their placement at different levels of the
educational system and their disciplinary
areas.
The article takes a guided stroll through
the primary system and the secondary
system, observing the educators
experiences and also determining the
hurdles that are faced with regard to
STEM education in both levels of the
educational system. It also brings to the
forefront that STEM education plays an
integral part in the National Standards
Curriculum of Jamaica.

16
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appear, we did end up selecting the
same profession—we both became
teachers! With a love for the sciences
from high school and a drive to select a
field that would feature these areas, my
choice was easy: secondary education
with an emphasis in mathematics and
science.
After teaching science in secondary
schools for twenty three years in
Jamaica, it is quite evident that
Jamaican students love the subject, and,
for the most part, they like to explore
Figure 1. Marsha and Tracey–the twins of
STEM. Own photo (2020).

and to observe new and relatable topics.
In teaching at the examination level, I
have found that making all my lessons
practical helps students to relate to the

Marsha’s Perspective:
A Secondary Science
and Mathematics
Teacher
One of the most pivotal decisions that
comes upon every teenager is having
the ominous task of selecting a future
occupation. When I was at that age,
my selection process was no different
from that of the others. Being a twin
only compounded the fact, with the
ever looming notion that we should do
the same things and make the same
decisions. But ironically, as it would

topic. When I was exposed to the STEM
approach, I transformed my science
classes and made all my lessons involve
an experiment or the engineering aspect
of making something. One lesson that
comes to mind was teaching a lesson on
anaerobic and aerobic respiration, and
the finale activity was to actually move
to the home economics department
and make bread. The students were
so amazed! They had a first-hand
experience of how anaerobic respiration
is a part of our everyday life. Sometimes
we would start the class with a question
or a lab activity and only after they
arrived at a conclusion would I present
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any conceptual information. I also

STEM education is more than the

observed that starting early with the

subjects taught. STEM education is

introduction of more practical lessons

a mind shift—it’s an integration of

developed students’ scientific skills and

principles that govern our mode of

made the presentation of information far

instruction. The English language

more compelling. I would hasten to add

teacher can use STEM in her classes.

that after teaching the same syllabus

The teacher can formulate paragraphs

for over twenty years, it can become

with mathematical and technological

monotonous. When your classes take

themes. The teacher can also ask

on the STEM approach, you become

students to build models of the concept

re-fuelled each time you teach the

that they have read, or they can even

lesson, because it is an absolutely new

use a computer to develop a crossword

experience with each group you teach.

puzzle on the topic discussed.

It develops critical thinking in you as
the teacher. I am now excited when it is

Sometimes teachers become

summer break, because I have time to

discouraged in the secondary system

think about what can be done differently

because the planning and preparation

to make my lessons new both for me

that is needed to make these lessons

and the students. STEM keeps the class

come alive is lacking, given the limited

alive; it lends itself to introspection and

time to complete the syllabus. This

exploration. Students become masters

can appear daunting, but STEM

of their own destiny, and they are able

education can and will make our task

to see a whole new world and envision

in the preceding months much easier.

unknown possibilities.

We will have more engaged students,
students that are happy to come to our

Oftentimes in dialogue with other

classes and students that relish the joy

educators internationally and locally,

of learning and discovering new things.

there is an inclination to believe

Both boys and girls will be challenged

that STEM education needs only to

to create, communicate, collaborate

involve the teachers that teach STEM

and think critically. STEM education will

subjects. STEM is curriculum centred

cater to the unique learning differences

on education in the disciplines of

of both boys and girls, making it a life-

science, technology, engineering,

long learning experience that is worth its

and mathematics (Hallinen, n.d., p.1).

weight in gold (Figure 2).

However, I would hasten to say that
18
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subject area to another, allowing the
learner to make education relevant
and impactful. The teacher will be
stretched to incorporate new strategies
and incorporate project based and
problem based learning in the scheme
of things STEM education can and
should become one of the keys to
unlock hidden potential both in the
learner and the facilitator. It can be used
as the vehicle to drive a revolution and
transform our schools from a place of
rote learning to a channel of discovery.
Let’s all be a part of this journey of
education.

Figure 2. Marsha engaging boys and girls
in class. Own photo (2020).

Growth and
Development
A lot of our schools in Jamaica are faced
with the challenges of overcrowded
classrooms and not enough resources.
Sometimes the teacher has to become
avant-garde, the ground-breaker and
the trendsetter. The infusion of STEM
education in the secondary classroom
is a move that can and will continue to
yield a bountiful harvest. The students
are able to transfer concepts from one

Tracey’s Perspective:
A Secondary-Trained
Mathematics Teacher
Turned Primary STEM
Teacher
Many people view students as digital
natives who have developed in the
context of the world where knowledge
is not just about regurgitating facts or
finding out information. It is knowing that
data or information is within our reach
and using this information to change our
current reality. Students are now in an
age where career aspirations and job
security are ever changing. Students are
not only facing the prospect of being a

Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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doctor, teacher, nurse or lawyer. There

education. One of the issues I faced as

are now career paths which have never

a secondary educator was that students

been heard of before and new career

were unwilling or unable to think and

options are opening up on a daily

transition into learning without an

basis. The transformation in education

extreme dependence on their teacher.

as a result of the STEM infusion is a

Students wanted to be told instead of

welcomed change.

finding out for themselves.

I have always wanted to know the best

As a secondary trained mathematics

way to instruct students in order to

teacher, I wanted to reach students in

receive the best results. In my teacher

the early developmental stages where

training experience (Figure 3), the

they first learned to think and formulate

expository approach “chalk and talk”

their own learning. Even though I

was always discouraged because it

was a secondary trained teacher, I

is too teacher-centered and many

was fortunate to work in a junior high

practitioners and theorists believe

school where I could personally view

that learning is an experience-based

the operations of the secondary and

process. In Sweeney’s (2019) article, he

primary departments of education. As I

paraphrases the Ministry of Education

looked into the classroom, I saw many

in Jamaica by stating that, “emphasis

challenges. One of those challenges

will be placed on project-based and

was a learning environment filled with a

problem-solving learning, with science,

large percentage of ‘telling’ teachers—

technology, engineering, arts and
mathematics (STEM/STEAM) integrated
at all levels” (p. 1).
Following Sweeney’s perspective, the
STEM approach to education is inclusive
and incorporates a balanced view of the
teaching and learning process. My initial
introduction to the teaching and learning
process was training in secondary
education, but after years of practice
in this area, I transitioned to primary
20
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teachers who would just give students

for others, transitioning from employee

information without developing in

to employer. STEM education can be

students the “wonder” or stimulating

used as a vehicle to lessen the socio-

interest in wanting to find out the “why”

economic divide, providing opportunities

for a concept or skill. Some teachers

at every level.

couldn’t be bothered to try or some
teachers just didn’t know how, and I

STEM has increased the preparation

wanted to be a solution to the problem

time for teachers because you have

and assist my peers in bridging the gap.

to plan and formulate the learning

As such, my introduction into primary

experience. However, the results, even

education coincided with Jamaica’s new

though time-consuming, redound into

thrust towards STEM education, and

the new world that we envision for the

this was so wonderful! I had that “ah-

future. STEM education through the

hah” moment. I felt that I was at a pivotal

use of projects, field trips, cooperative

changing phase in my journey as an

groups, hands on learning and creating

educator.

will open the world of smart houses,
smart cars, teleporting, and artificial

The way in which I questioned students

intelligence taking care of our basic

changed and my focus changed. The

needs, just as smartphones have now

STEM approach to education is more

become a way of life. STEM education

concerned with learning than finishing

is hoped to fast-track creativity and

the curriculum. When students are

innovation to a level which now is only in

given the tools and experiences which

our dreams.

promote critical thinking, they will
become future-ready learners. What
does this mean, “future-ready learner”?
These students possess the skills which
equip them to learn anything that they
want to learn and be able to adapt to
changes which life will bring. STEM has
crafted a unique teaching environment
which equips students to the real world
of work. But even greater than this fact
is the idea of creating job opportunities
Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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we can clearly see that the arts can be
incorporated. This incorporation will
ensure that students are not just focused
on content, but that they will apply
knowledge in order to solve problems
and create a world which is sustainably
developed. Our twin perspective on
STEM education only goes to concretize
our understanding that the STEM
approach transcends gender; both boys
and girls can be reached. The STEM
approach transcends educational levels;
both primary and secondary levels and
we can safely say, tertiary students will
benefit tremendously from this approach.
Figure 3. Tracey engaging students and
teachers. Own picture (2020).

The STEM approach transcends socioeconomic nuisances as the simplest
aspects of this approach can be used
widely with limited resources. As we look

Conclusion
The STEM approach is not just
necessary for science, information
technology, and engineering and
mathematics teachers. Every teacher

through secondary and primary lenses,
we have been given the opportunity to
see how valuable this innovation is to
societies throughout all the world. Let us
all embrace a transformative educational
approach known as STEM.

who really wants to create a futureready learner must advance the process
by using STEM. STEM can be used
as the vehicle for the transmission of
valuable skills and knowledge.
STEM infusion is not just limited to the
sciences, but with the onset of STEAM,
22
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Scientific dialogic
gatherings: popular

texts in science
class
By: Laura Muñoz Russo and Estela María Castelli.

Title: Scientific dialogic gatherings: popular texts in science class

Resumen: Tertulias dialógicas
científicas: los textos de divulgación en
la clase de Ciencias es un Trayecto de
Formación para docentes de Educación
Primaria y Secundaria, de las áreas de
Biología, Física, Química y Matemática,
desarrollado en 2019 en el marco del
Programa Provincial de Formación
Docente Continua (FORMAR) del
Ministerio de Educación de Tucumán
(Argentina), en el que participaron 130
educadores.
Palabras clave: Divulgación científica,
formación docente continua, tertulias
dialógicas científicas.
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Abstract: “Scientific dialogue: Outreach
texts in science class” is a Training Path
for teachers of Primary and Secondary
Education, in the areas of Biology,
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics,
developed in 2019 within the framework
of the Provincial Teacher Training
Program Continua (FORMAR) of the
Ministry of Education of Tucumán
(Argentina), in which 130 educators
participated.
Keywords: Science outreach,
continuous teacher training, scientific
dialogue.
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Introduction
The Provincial Continuing Teacher
Education Program, FORMAR, of
the Ministry of Education of Tucumán
(Argentina), in its nature as a public
policy, since its inception in October
2017, provides universal and free
continuous education paths to educators
in the province.

time they participated in the Profesional
Development Pathway:
● Build concensus around Scientific
Dialogic Gatherings (SDG).
● Provide an alternative to enrich
the teaching and learning process
of science, through the reading of
popular science texts.
● Offer pedagogical guidance for the
implementation of SDG in science

“Scientific dialogic gatherings: Popular
texts for science class,” within the
framework of FORMAR, is a Profesional
Development Pathway for primary and
secondary education teachers in the
areas of biology, physics, chemistry and
mathematics, developed in the year
2019. It was founded to contribute to
teachers’ profesional development in the
province of Tucumán in relation to the
importance of reading as a means for
students to “appropriate the language
of science to build and develop ideas”
(Neus Sanmartí, 2009).
One-hundred and thirty teachers
participated, of which 54.6% have
degrees in primary education and
45.4% in secondary education. Sixty
percent of the totality of participating
teachers did not have a position in the
Tucumán educational system at the

classes.

Background
Practices of Dialogic Gatherings, mainly
literary (LDG), have been found in a
review of similar experiences carried
out from the Learning Communities
Project and consolidated by the
Center for Research in Theories and
Practiceson Overcoming Inequalities of
the University of Barcelona (CREA-UB).
Within this project, seven educational
initiatives were identified that make
it possible to improve learning and
coexistence in schools, with SDG being
one of them.
In 2015, LDG began to be developed
in Argentina, within the framework of
the Learning Communities Project, in
three institutions in Salta and four in
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Santa Fe, expanding as a policy to

and build meanings with others” from

promote reading and strengthen reading

the Education Program of the Center for

comprehension in both provinces.

the Implementation of Public Policies for
Equity and Growth, CIPPEC.

With respect to Scientific Dialogic
Gatherings (SDG), a record of their
implementation in Europe has been
found, framed in the ScienceLit Project
in the following entities, all adults:
AGORA - Association of participants

Theoretical
Framework

Agora of Barcelona, Spain; RIC Novo

Dialogic gatherings are theoretically

mesto - Razvojno izobraževalni center

based on the seven principles of dialogic

Novo mesto from Slovenia; KMOP

learning (Flecha R., 1997) and on

- Kentro merimnas oikogeneias kai

dialogic reading (Pulido C. and Zepa B.,

paidiou from Athena, Greece; FACEPA

2010). They can be developed based on

- Federacio d’Associacions Culturals

texts from different fields of knowledge:

i Educatives de Persones Adultes de

literature, art, music, pedagogy,

Barcelona, Spain; DIE - Deutsches

mathematics, science, etc.

Institut Fuer Erwachsenenbildung Leibniz-Zentrum Fuer Lebenslanges
Lernen de Bonn, Germany.
In relation to teacher training in
Dialogical Gatherings, from the National
Institute of Teacher Training of the
Ministry of Education of the Argentine
Nation, INFoD, a course was held
in 2019 entitled “Literary Dialogic
Gathering: a proposal to read, interpret

Proyecto ScienceLit: ¡Alfabetización científica para todos! es un proyecto Erasmus + que trabaja
para hacer posible uno de los retos europeos actuales: promover y difundir el conocimiento científico
entre todas las culturas y sectores de la sociedad. Su objetivo es acercar la ciencia a las personas
adultas, especialmente a aquellas que se encuentran en situación de riesgo.

1
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Figure 1 de elaboración propia (2020), realizada en base a Aubert, A., Flecha, A., García, C., Flecha,
R. y Racionero, S. (2008).

Dialogical learning starts from the

people, mediated by language (Valls,

egalitarian relationship between those

Soler, Flecha, 2008). Dialogue allows

who participate, guaranteeing equal

them to exchange ideas, learn together

conditions to raise hypotheses and

and generate knowledge, discover and

questions that allow the collective

create new meanings, modifying their

construction of knowledge.

language and also their lives.

As argued by Aubert, A., et al, 2008,

Reading, meanwhile, is a means for

dialogic learning occurs in interactions

students to learn scientific language in

that increase instrumental learning,

order to construct and elaborate ideas.

favor the creation of personal and social

It enables them to obtain new ways of

meaning, are guided by principles of

explaining the facts of daily life, which

solidarity, and in which equality and

in the future will allow them to act

difference are compatible values and

responsibly as members of society.

mutually enriching (Figure 1).
For students to develop the ability to
The dialogic learning perspective can be

understand what they read requires

defined through social interaction among

science teachers to plan various
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reading situations, which allow them

class not only strengthens dialogue

to understand, build and reconstruct

between science and society, the ability

the ideas of science, in pursuit of

of students to ask questions, seek

their training as critical people. In this

information and debate scientific topics,

way, the reading of scientific reports,

but also causes a break in the traditional

popular science texts, investigations,

relationship between educators and

instructional texts on laboratory

students, advancing in the creation of

experiences, among others, are of vital

egalitarian and horizontal processes

importance.

allowing the democratization of scientific
knowledge.

It is also essential to consider
communication, orality, reading and

SDG constitutes a proven educational

writing as a complex practice that

practice to encourage reading and

requires repeated opportunities

knowledge of the sciences. In addition,

to put into play the ability to read

it favors the inclusion of a multitude

comprehension with different levels of

of areas of the educational curriculum

complexity (Petrosino, 2010).

in their practice and, consequently, of
the so-called transversal areas. They

The development of reading strategies

contribute to the following:

in science class, such as SDG, allows
students to be trained as autonomous
readers, managing to understand
scientific knowledge as a socialhistorical construction, of a creative and
provisional nature.

● Access to reading and debate of
scientific texts.
● Construction of knowledge through
egalitarian dialogue.
● Transmission of values through
communication and dialogue among

Teaching science through popular
science texts is a proposal that aims to

equals.
● Acquisition of a broader and richer

improve students’ relationships with the

vision of the world of science through

world of science to generate socially

texts.

significant and relevant learning, and
develop scientific skills.

Teachers, in general, when reflecting
on the skills that must be taught to

The implementation of SDG in science
28

learn science, highlight the processes
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related to experimental work, such as

1st Moment: Through a Google

observing, formulating hypotheses,

Form, teachers were asked about

designing experiments, recording data,

their reading habits (personal and

stating conclusions, but they rarely

professional) and teachers discussed

consider essential teaching skills related

the importance of their teacher’s

to the communication of ideas. However,

reading habits as a promoter of

in the evolution of scientific knowledge,

students’ reading practices.

discussions among peers, reading
from different sources, and writing

2nd Moment: An SDG simulation

have perhaps been more important to

was carried out, based on popular

disseminate their work.

texts—“Plucking Daisies” from the
book Borges and Quantum Physics

Methodology
The Pathway, worth 12 credit-hours, had

by Alberto Rojo and “Vampires in
Wallachia?” by Agustín Adúriz Bravo
from the Science, A Way of Looking at
the World collection.

face-to-face and virtual components.
The methodology implemented in the

3rd Moment: The SDG proposal was

face-to-face component included a

theoretically framed in the dialogic

workshop format, considering that it

learning conception. Dialogic

enables the collective construction

reading, as a theoretical pedagogical

of learning based on the ability and

approach, transfers the interpretive

opportunity that people have to reflect in

act from the individual sphere to the

a group on their own experiences.

collective and interactive plane.

The workshop took place in three key

Meanwhile, in the virtual instance,

steps:

spaces for exchanges were generated in
forums for debate and reflection, added

Rojo, Alberto. “Borges y la Física Cuántica: Un científico en la biblioteca infinita”. -1º ed.-Buenos
Aires: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 2013.

2

Adúriz Bravo, Agustín. “¿Vampiros en Valaquia?”. Colección “La ciencia, una forma de leer el
mundo”. Ministerio de Educación, Ciencia y Tecnología, República Argentina, 2005.

3
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to spaces for reading and analyzing
theoretical-based documents. The
Path was evaluated by means of the
elaboration of a didactic proposal for
the realization of a scientific dialogic
gathering.

Conclusion
Based on the results, it can be affirmed
that objectives set were met since most
of the participating teachers were able to

Results

capture the principles of dialogic learning
and dialogic reading in their teaching
plans through popular science texts

The workshop was carried out in
harmony with the full participation of
the teachers, who agreed that the
SDG strategy can be widely beneficial
for students and that the simulation
was an experience that gave them the
opportunity to understand the principles
of dialogic learning and reflect on the
importance of reading for learning
scientific knowledge.

chosen for implementation of the SDG,

Seventy-five percent of the participating
teachers presented and received
approval of their teaching plans
integrating SDG, obtaining the
corresponding score for promotion in
their professional career according to
current regulations in the province.

a fundamental tool for the student to

Teachers demonstrated coherence in
the teaching plans between the chosen
dissemination text and the contents
established in the province’s curricular
design, according to the year and level
of the students selected as recipients of

news of scientific advances on the

following the pedagogical orientations
given, becoming an enriching alternative
to the teaching and learning process in
sciences.
Finally, by way of reflection, it is
argued that science teachers should
be involved in the teaching of
reading comprehension, not only as
continue learning, any area of the school
curriculum, but as an essential part in
the learning scientific knowledge. The
challenge they face is to ensure that,
inside or outside of schools, they enjoy
scientific texts, documentaries on TV,
internet, as much as reading a novel,
watching a movie or playing games.

said proposals.
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Root to Shoot,
from

to the Stars
By: Bhagya Malladi, Joseph Thomas, Marsha Russell, Borzana Jones-Mullings,
Kerry-Ann Harrison Campbell, and Zandrea Banton
Title: Root to Schoot, from STEM to the Stars.
Resumen: A lo largo de este artículo, los lectores descubrirán cómo el Ministerio
de Educación de Jamaica y un equipo de educadores colaboraron con sus colegas
a nivel internacional para demostrar la riqueza del enfoque STEM en la educación.
Su colaboración desenterró su potencial y demuestra acertadamente cómo un
impulso regional hacia STEM en la educación puede sacar a la luz el potencial
oculto de cada estudiante.
Palabras clave: Alumno del siglo XXI, asociación, desarrollo profesional,
diferenciación, entorno de aula, indagación, integración, liderazgo, modelo 5E,
participación, pensamiento crítico, proyectos comunitarios.
Abstract: Throughout this article, readers will discover how Jamaica’s Ministry of
Education and a team of educators collaborated with their colleagues internationally
to demonstrate the wealth from the STEM approach in education. Their
collaboration unearthed their potential and aptly demonstrates how a regional thrust
towards STEM in education can bring to light the hidden potential in every student.
Keywords: 21st century student, association, professional development,
differentiation, classroom environment, inquiry, integration, leadership, 5E model,
participation, critical thinking, community projects.
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Introduction

of our classroom teachers from Jamaica,
in collaboration with teachers around
the region, serve as anecdotal evidence

In the past decade, there has been

that we hope readers will appreciate.

a fervent attempt by educators to

We feel confident that readers, too,

integrate STEM into their lessons. Using

can develop the pedagogical strategies

STEM is an innovative way to develop

to infuse STEM in their lessons to

critical thinking and ignite creativity,

bring connectivity with reading and

both necessary skills for students to

comprehension, using art in expression,

function in the 21st century as they

conceptual understanding of their

make their journey into the world of

environment and communities.

work. Therefore, just teaching singlediscipline content in which teachers are

Overview

the sole providers of knowledge will not
suffice. To some, integrating STEM in

The story that ensues shows how

the classroom may seem arduous, but it

our ITEN Project Team from Jamaica

does not need to be. It does not require

collaborated internationally to enable

expensive or out-of-reach materials, and

our teachers to cater to the emerging

no matter where you are in the region,

needs of their students. It also illustrates

you can use limited resources to make

how our teachers have been able

STEM a possibility for your students.

to share their experiences with their

Additionally, STEM is not limited to

colleagues so that, as a region, the

math and science subjects, but can be

Caribbean and Latin America can equip

implemented in just about any discipline.

the current generation of learners to
chart effectively the frontiers of the

We hope that readers of this article will

digital and informational age. This is

come away with the knowledge that

also a story of discovery, reflection,

STEM does not need to be confined to

dedication and passion for educational

certain subjects or contexts, but indeed,

excellence. From the experiences that

it can be infused in all content areas and

we unfold, this story delivers lessons on

to teach skills relevant to the needs of

how regional dilemmas can be resolved

21st century learners. Although some

with pragmatic and real-world learning

educators may feel intimidated to take

experiences.

on the STEM approach, the experiences
34
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STEM Teacher of the
Stemming across
Americas: Bhagya Malladi the Caribbean Sea
In all of Jamaica’s collaborations,
Bhagya Malladi, a STEM teacher from
Immaculate Conception High School,
has led the effort to help other teachers
innovate in their own practice. Bhagya’s
career development story showcases
the power of international collaboration
and teacher leadership for instructional
change. Added to this journey, she
illuminates the way educators think
about science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics, by integrating
the themes of critical thinking and
conceptual understanding.
Bhagya does not just work around a
lack of resources as an obstacle—she
embraces limited materials as a realworld challenge for students’ STEM
learning. She regularly integrates costeffective recyclable engineering tasks
when teaching science. This passion
she wishes to impart to new teachers in
the classroom to help them to discover
the inner joy of the teaching and learning
process. Bhagya’s experience can
inform the region about how giving
STEM teachers the support to develop
and design activities with easy to find
materials can effect change in their
classrooms and across the region.

Bhagya first became involved in
international collaboration in 2018
through an OAS-ITEN partnership with
the Jamaica Teaching Council, an arm
of the Ministry of Education (MOE),
Youth and Information, and George
Mason University of the United States of
America. She was given the opportunity
to participate in a project entitled
“Transforming Teacher Professional
Development in Best Practices
through STREAM” (Figure 1). The
project included a webinar, an onsite
workshop, and a reflection in the form
of a workshop that would provide the
opportunity to explore concepts in the
first two phases. The trainers’ reflection
took the form of a “train-the-trainers”
workshop to help promote students’
critical thinking skills and community
projects through STREAM, an approach
that integrates science, technology,
reading, engineering, art and math
lessons into different subject areas.
Forty teachers participated in the project.
They wrote STREAM lesson plans
with a special focus on the integration
of many different subject areas. This
integration into the STREAM lesson
plan focused on differentiation, meeting
the diverse needs of all students. The
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first two phases helped in Bhagya’s
professional development in obtaining
mastery of five essential leadership
skills: passion, effective communication,
and commitment to her team members,
through team building, and leading with
decisiveness. In planning, organizing
and executing her three-part workshop
series for her colleagues, as part of her
follow-through commitment, she had
to undertake many tasks which honed
these five skills for her as a coach/
teacher/ leader.
The ultimate learning experience
for Bhagya was the introduction of
a STREAM lesson plan format. This
international collaboration set in motion
the wheels of the dream Bhagya wanted
to fulfil in the Jamaican education
system.

The STEM experience continues
In 2019, the skills Bhagya honed from
her 2018 engagement became the
driving source of motivation which led to
her acceptance to be an ITEN Teacher
Fellow, a two-year program aimed at
building STEM teacher leadership in the
region. This new opportunity allowed
her to take an active role as a member
of a Project Team from Jamaica in
collaboration with teachers and teacher
education institutions from St. Kitts and
Nevis and the United States. All these
tasks enhanced Bhagya’s pedagogical
practices and skills as a coach/teacherleader. The active communication
with teachers from other nationalities
illuminated the idea to seek solutions
for enhancing critical thinking skills and
conceptual understanding in STEMenabled classrooms.

Figure 1.
Transforming
Teacher Professional
Development in Best
Practices through a
STREAM workshop.
Bhagya Malladi (2018).
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As part of her Project Team’s work,

percentage of science teachers place

she spear-headed the development

emphasis on demonstrations (88%),

of a survey to learn more about

questioning (83%), and far fewer use

teachers’ views on STEM learning.

more interactive, student-centered

Seventy science teachers from across

strategies that are known to foster

Jamaica participated in the survey in

critical thinking (Figure 2). The data

which she found that teachers do use

provides evidence that many teachers

various strategies to foster and develop

are underprepared to teach using more

conceptual understanding and critical

student-centered STEM pedagogies.

thinking in students. However, a huge
5. Tick one or more of the pedagogical practices you use to improve conceptual
understanding of the topic.
81 responses

demostration

71 (87.7%)

instruction

49 (60.5%)

questioning

67 (82.7%)

role-play

14 (17.3%)

teacher-centered

14 (17.3%)

brain storming

51 (63%)

interactive

37 (45.7%)

buzz groups

8 (9.9%)

simulation

22 (27.2%)

group presentation

56 (69.1%)

lecture method

38 (46.9%)

differentiation

26 (32.1%)

online assignments

20 (24.7%)

modeling

32 (39.5%)
0

20

40

60

80

Figure 2: Pedagogical practices teachers use to improve conceptual understanding
of the topic. Own graphic (2020).
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Based on the results, Bhagya was

experience in 2019, have caused her to

determined to throw her colleagues a

emerge with new knowledge. She is now

lifeline and invite them into a classroom

a more organized educator who plans

where STEM practices can give

lessons to activate critical thinking skills

their students greater opportunity to

which force her students to be producers

experience STEM in action. Many

of knowledge and not just consumers.

students are left to understand the
concepts without much scaffolding due

Stemming to Peru

to the absence of hands-on activities
which eventually lead to inquiry-based

As part of the Project Team experience,

learning. In addition, students are

Bhagya and her colleagues journeyed

not being given higher order thinking

to Peru to make a presentation of the

questions for them to exercise their

progression of their project in the ITEN

thinking skills and share their views.

2019 Workshop and Seminar. The

The survey of pedagogical practices

subsequent face-to-face interactions

led to the conclusion that if teachers

with ITEN Teacher Fellows from the

are provided with exemplary tools,

Americas (Figure 3) gave Bhagya a

along with models and professional

refreshing experience of how it truly

development, they will have a road

feels to be a student exposed to a

map for improving STEM teaching and

classroom atmosphere that is conducive

learning.

to learning in an interactive and
enjoyable way. Her experience here was

The online interaction and workshop

amazing!

from 2018 coupled with the Project Team

Figure 3:
OAS- ITEN Teacher
Fellows in action.
Bhagya Malladi
(2019).
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Having participated in a workshop,
Active Learning in Optics and Photonics,

To implement her plans and

which introduced her to various

make them appealing to her

approaches in STEM education, Bhagya

students, she took ideas from the

returned to Jamaica with a confidence

2018 workshop coupled with the

that she could motivate and inspire

Seminar in 2019 to implement

teachers to bring STEM to life in their

her school’s first-ever, “Youth

classrooms. She first demonstrated this

Power” science exhibition for

through an instructional change in her

7th-grade students (Figure 4).

pedagogy moving away from the chalk

This event was born from the

and talk, teacher-centered classroom to

lesson developed as part of her

a student-centered classroom through

international collaborations on the

active learning. Bhagya translated her

Project Team, with the intent to

successful classroom practices into a

demonstrate that teachers can use

shared vision with her students and two

low-cost materials to teach STEM.

of her mentees who taught science to

During the event held on February

grade seven students.

11, 2020, the students built robotic

Robotic Arms on a budget

arms and other technological
devices from reclaimed and
recyclable material to learn about

These meaningful interactions from

energy and transformations and

international experiences inspired

its conservation. Bhagya reached

Bhagya to think of innovative ways

out to LASCO distributors, a

to motivate and inspire her students

local company. LASCO agreed

through hands-on activities, such as the

to sponsor the prizes for the top

creation of working robotic arms. Bhagya

five entries for making the robotic

realized that through such hands- on

arms. All participants were also

STEM activities, students would be

given tokens provided by LASCO

brought to the realization of the true

and National Commercial Bank.

potential and skills they possess without

Bhagya demonstrated to her

the fear of rejection or giving wrong

colleagues, many of whom served

answers.

as judges at the event, that a
lack of resources should not be a
barrier to quality STEM education.
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Figure 4. Science Exhibition “Youth Power” presented by grade seven students
from Immaculate Conception High School on 11 February 2020. Bhagya Malladi
(2020).

Stemming to the Primary Schools
Using low-cost recyclable materials
to build a robotic arm was not the end
of Bhagya’s journey. She contacted
primary schools in Jamaica to plant deep
the root of her dream. Targeting students
between the ages of 6-10, Bhagya
passionately believes that if students
at the primary level are introduced very
early to STEM, it would enable them to
transition to the secondary level. This
enabled the primary school teachers to
be empowered in developing their full
scientific potential. Stemming at the root
40

of students’ learning will indeed bring
meaningful results, thus enabling them
to reach for the stars.

Conclusion: STEM to the Stars
Bhagya is just one example of what
STEM teacher leadership can look like.
STEM inclusion in everyday lessons
does not need science fairs or overthe-budget materials to make lessons
lively and engaging. Looking around,
teachers can find low-cost or no-cost
materials if they allow their imagination
and passion for teaching to take the
lead. STEM exhibitions in classrooms

Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1 , febrero 2021.

and forming partnerships are just a few

learner to become more aware of his/her

ways teachers can take STEM planning

environment, thus making him/her an

to another level. The support from the

active participant in the learning process.

MOEYI/JTC, has been critical in the

A project of this nature with the OAS-

development of STEM teacher leaders

ITEN team brings to light the powerful

like Bhagya Malladi. Other ministries

change that can be ignited when there

in the region can use this example for

are committed educators and who use

future sustainable development in their

international collaboration to advance

countries. The promotion of the STEM

STEM integration.

approach in education propels the
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TEACHER

metamorphosis
a challenge for
professionalization
By: Esther Caldiño Mérida, Duarte Sandoval Delmy Angélica, Abel Rojas Aguirre,
Itzel Paola Silva Martínez and Maximiliano Bandres Díaz.

Títle: Teacher metamorphosis: a challenge for professionalization.
Resumen: El presente artículo pretende hacer una reflexión profunda de la
realidad que se vive relacionada a la profesionalización del docente que imparte
matemática y ciencias, en los en los centros escolares de los países de El Salvador
y México. Ilustra una necesidad apremiante de la educación que urge ser atendida
por ser exigencia del mundo globalizado del siglo XXI y se vive tomando como
base los factores más intervinientes, como lo es su profesionalización y la falta
de implementación de estrategias didácticas para la enseñanza de la ciencia y la
matemática.
Palabras clave: Educación, competencias, creencias, profesionalización.
Abstract: This article aims to make a deep reflection of the reality that exists related
to the professionalization of teachers who teach mathematics and science in schools
in the countries of El Salvador and Mexico. It illustrates a pressing need that urgently
be met because it is a requirement of the globalized world of the 21st century and
is lived based on the most intervening factors, such as its professionalization and
the lack of implementation of didactic strategies for the teaching of science and
mathematics.
Keywords: Education, competences, beliefs, professionalization.
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Teacher
professionalization: El
Salvador and Mexico
Starting in the 1990s, a number of
curricular readjustments emerged in Latin
America in ministries of education. These
reforms have proposed to favorably
impact educational classrooms, projecting
themselves nationally and internationally,
thus enabling educational systems to
respond to the demands of the sociohistorical moment in which they exist.
(Tiburcio, Monero, 2011).
We know that to successfully achieve
what educational reforms propose, it is
necessary for the teaching community
to get involved and for their participation
to be creative. However, when speaking
about educational reform, it is nothing
more than removing the system from a

context that that at its time might have
originally given good results. Times
change, people change and, therefore,
teaching strategies must also be
transformed. They must be restructured
based on the current reality, with attention
to sudden changes. If you want to see
educational quality, you must carry out a
revolution in education, that is, transform
the educational system...transform
teaching practice starting with teacher
education.
In Mexico, Article 12 of the General Law
of the Professional Teaching Service
(LGSPD) mandates that State-issued
teaching functions must be oriented
towards providing quality education. The
SEP Teacher Professional Service Law
(2016) considers that teaching should
consist of five dimensions. In one of them,
it mandates that teacher education and

Figure 1:
Professionalization of
teachers for the teaching
of science,
Marista University,
Mexico. Source Esther
Caldiño Mérida, 2019.
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evaluation processes must be based on

as lacking adequate competencies

a competencies model, and in another

to perform their educational function.

dimension it mandates that continuous

Teaching practice is characterized

education must be organized and

through a traditional model, wherein

developed throughout teachers’ careers

student learning is rote, unilateral,

(Figure 1).

passive and encyclopedic. The
innumerable educational reforms and

In El Salvador, through Decree 913, the

curricular adjustments to the Latin

Law of the National Teacher Training

American educational system reveal

Institute was created. In its four article

that the above must evolve. In order that

it says “That, at present, however,

beliefs about current teaching practice

the efforts that have been made to

can change considerably, we therefore

strengthen the national teaching

consider the participation of the

profession in terms of training and

ministries of education to be decisive to

professionalization, it is necessary to

achieve significant progress in this area.

create a National Institute of Teacher
Training, which aims, among others,

Faced with this reality, we ask ourselves:

initial training for teachers, as well

What are the professional competencies

as their ongoing training, in order to

that every teacher should have? How

continuously improve educational quality

should teachers be prepared? We

in the teaching-learning process.”

conceptualize the word competencies
as the set of capacities and abilities that

We observe that, both in El Salvador

can allow a teacher to face problems

and in Mexico, teachers are viewed

during their professional practice, before,

Figure 2:
Mathematics
observation center,
Teacher Professional
Development Center,
Región Occidental El
Salvador, C.A. Source:
Abel Rojas Aguirre ,
2019.
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during and after the educational act with

along a continuum, representing

their students. This is relevant from the

the degree to which members of

moment they form their beliefs about the

an occupation share a common

development of the practice, based solely

body of knowledge. and they use

on their experience and the training they

shared standards of practice in

have had throughout their professional

the exercise of this knowledge,

practice in a free manner.

allowing it to be socially accepted
more as a profession than as a

Perenoud (2001) maintains that the

simple occupation ”(p.1).

development of a teacher’s identity is
founded on the teacher, based on beliefs

Professionalization can influence the

and experience. It is not about adopting a

renewal of teachers’ beliefs that in

concept of competencies, as this is often

multiple ways impact teaching. The

presented as a fad. It is about teachers

teaching profession is made up of a

making a total stop and analyzing

historical construction, which determines

from their performance the importance

and embeds beliefs about it, adopting a

they have in educational practice. The

relevant role, considered as a determining

teacher of the 21st century needs to

key in the fulfillment of the educational

be enculturated, and even to commit to

policy. To face the new demands of

continuous professional education, in

education, it is necessary to speak

order to make their profession an art.

of teacher professionalization, as a
fundamental element that aims to achieve

The educational exercise of teachers

a better educational quality (Pérez, 2014).

must then be considered as mentioned
by Eirín (2009), a process in which

The Inter-American Teacher Education

those responsible, that is, teachers,

Network (ITEN) has led us to experience

are in constant professionalization and

very interesting experiences, generated

development, given that the conditions of

through discussion, reflections,

the context and of the time, as required:

contributions, criticisms and proposals
to solve problems around teacher

“Professionalization is not a

performance and academic quality

spontaneous event or a stage of

that are experienced in Latin America.

grace in which an occupation is

Specifically in El Salvador and Mexico,

found, rather, it describes points

it has been found that in both countries
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there is a high percentage of teachers

Each year, Mexico demonstrates

who do not really meet the ideal profile

deficiencies in science and mathematics

for teaching mathematics and science,

outcomes on the PISA (Programme

whose effects are reflected in the results

for International Student Assessment)

of standardized tests that are applied in

exam. Among many variables involved

both countries (figures 3 and 4).

that affect the educational process and
its outcomes, the teacher education and

In the case of El Salvador, year after

specialization would be the activity that

year, poor results are seen in the areas

would undoubtedly improve the quality

of mathematics and natural sciences.

of education.

Without consideration of the results of
the PAES (the Learning and Skills Test)

From this perspective, ITEN

test, the curriculum is readjusted, which

focuses on teacher education and

changes results for the following year.

professionalization. One of the
objectives it promotes is collaborative

Chart translation: Results by area.

work with the aim of solving policy

Mathematics, Social studies, Natural

and practice problems related to

sciences, Language and literature.

teacher training in STEM areas

Resultados por asignaturas
6.4
6.2
6
5.8
5.6
5.4
5.2
5
4.8
4.6

Matemática

Estudios Sociales

2019

Ciencias
Naturales

Lenguaje y
Literatura

2018

Figure 3. Graph of comparative results of the PAES in 2018 and 2019. Source:
Informe de resultados PAES 2019. República del El Salvador.
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Chart translation: Results by area. Mathematics, Social studies, Natural sciences,
Language and literature.
Each year, Mexico demonstrates deficiencies in science and mathematics outcomes
on the PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) exam. Among many
variables involved that affect the educational process and its outcomes, the teacher
education and specialization would be the activity that would undoubtedly improve the
quality of education.
(science, technology, engineering, and

Salvador, they have participated in the

mathematics) from early childhood to

PAES exam for twenty years, and in the

secondary education (OAS-ITEN 2020).

case of Mexico, fifteen years of taking
the PISA test (Program for International

Their role of ITEN is fundamentally to

Student Assessment). The results are

articulate the existing capacities in the

the same every year and on the verge

institutions that collaborate with it, and

of failure; students do not learn what

under this premise the group of teachers

they should learn and teachers do not

from the two countries in question have

teach what they should teach, causing,

managed to engaged in critical reflection

among other educational indicators, an

on this educational task.

achievement gap. At the same time,
teachers have difficulties in teaching

As a team, we have been able to

mathematics and science, since the

conclude that Mexico and El Salvador

majority were educated in a traditional

have similar educational realities,

way, based on lectures, memorization of

detecting that the main problem is given

formulas, algorithms, concepts, strategies

the grades obtained in science and

that are far from being achieved

mathematics subjects. In the case of El

meaningful learning.

México
OCDE
promedio

Año

Lectura

Año

Matemática

Año

Ciencias

2009

422

2003

385

2006

410

2009

425

2012

413

2015

416

2009

494

2003

499

2006

498

2009

493

2012

496

2015

493

Figure 4. Achievement results from Mexico on PISA 2000-2009. Source: NCES,
2017.
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It is the epicenter of these actions that
the interdisciplinary team exposes,
analyzes, discusses, and seeks to
provide possible solutions to the
educational problems encountered,
proposing projects that aim to improve
educational conditions in Latin America
and the Caribbean, designing projects
with a STEM strategy.
We have considered as an
interdisciplinary team, that the entities
responsible for decision-making in
the field of education of each of the
countries bet on the improvement of
both initial and continuous education
in each of the specialties of teachers,
based on a humanistic educational
model centered on the student, in his
context, in how he is evaluated, in what
is learned. It is important to mention that
the proposals that have been mentioned
arise from the professional experience
that each of the members have had,
both in the initial teacher education
and in continuous education, as well as
within the classrooms in both countries,
where the common denominator has
been the concern for an improvement
in educational quality, despite the fact
that it does not respond to a nationwide
plan of continuous educational
policies, because these depend on
the educational policy applied by each
government.

The teaching
of science and
48

mathematics, a
method that must
evolve
One of the most important sectors
for the economic, political, social and
cultural development of countries is
education. It is necessary and important
to develop in students the attitudes,
values and skills such as curiosity,
analysis, autonomy and self-criticism.
All these characteristics of scientific
thought, which allow us to pose,
understand and solve problems present
in today’s society, underscores the
importance of strengthening the teaching
of science and mathematics to benefit
the society in which we are immersed.
Starting from the fact that the foundation
affects education in Mexico, teacher
professionalization is the responsibility
of rural normal schools and the
Meritorious National School of Teachers.
In El Salvador, this is the responsability
of institution of higher education in
coordination with the National Institute of
Teacher Training.
Science is at the intersection of
the problems we observe in both
countries at the primary level.
Teaching within this discipline
implies that teachers know the
formative approach focused on
the student’s processes, as well
as their skills and attitudes for the
improvement of processes.
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Science and mathematics, among other
disciplines, are part of our daily lives and
an open system, so every teacher must
take into account that one of the main
goals for their students in science and
mathematics education must be to solve
everyday problems. To achieve this, one
must change the traditional teaching
model in which only finished knowledge
is transmitted for another model that
allows students to achieve meaningful
learning. From this alternative model
emerges discovery and the construction
of knowledge.

Teacher
metamorphosis, a
great challenge!
By significantly strengthening pedagogical
connections, ITEN has an impact
that is not only pedagogical, but also
social for the benefit of Latin American
people. From this point of view, ITEN
encourages the improvement in the
quality of teachers, aspects so desired
by our peoples, and that we want to
achieve by promoting meetings between
teachers from different Latin American
countries, serving as intermediaries
for the construction and proposals of
educational models that lead to this
transformation and improvement of
educational quality. It is worth mentioning
that all the contributions that the team can
provide will not give good results if the
governments of each of the countries do
not take them into account to carry out a

true educational transformation.
The main purpose of this article is
to share in order to inspire other
teachers about the importance of
master professionalization from their
initial training to their daily practice,
thus strengthening the exchange of
ideas, collaborative work, reflection,
and criticism. and the possible solution
proposals to improve the results
obtained in the learning of science and
mathematics. Undoubtedly, this is the
most profound implication that we have
learned throughout the ITEN meetings,
concluding that the greatest teacher
learning is the one generated between
teachers for teachers, constantly
rethinking our role inside and outside the
classroom.
As a final reflection, metaphorically
speaking in our teaching imagination, for
the moment we are in cocoon sheltered
by ITEN. We are ready to achieve the
transformation necessary to achieve
not only high, sweet and harmonious
flights, but also flights that allow us
to enjoy beautiful academic gardens,
caressing the wind with our colorful
wings, promoting the achievement of the
most wonderful thing that teaching life
can have, which is the freedom of being,
doing, knowing and sharing. Above all,
we aspire to have autonomy of thought to
achieve the most sublime of the life that is
to be happy.
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STEM training
of chemistry
teachers in the
Dominican
Republic

By: Sandra Guerrero Rodríguez.
Títle: STEM training of chemistry teachers in the Dominican Republic.

Resumen: En la región Este de República Dominicana, se ha iniciado una
capacitación a través de talleres a los docentes de química del nivel secundario,
se desea promover una mejora en sus prácticas pedagógicas, habilidades
experimentales y, en el conocimiento de la instrucción bajo STEM, apoyados en
un manual de prácticas que utilizan materiales de bajo costo. En este trabajo
se reportan los resultados de implementación de la experiencia, llevada a cabo
con 100 docentes de 10 distritos educativos. Después del taller, fue visto que los
docentes tienen una percepción más clara sobre STEM, están buscando formas de
mejorar su práctica.

Palabras clave: Docentes, prácticas de laboratorio de química de bajo costo,
STEM.

Abstract: In the East region of Dominican Republic, a workshop training was
performed to Chemistry Teachers in secondary school level. The goal is to improve
their pedagogical practices, experimental skills and, under the knowledge under
the STEM instruction. In this paper are reported the results of this project, applied
to 100 teachers in 10 educational districts. After the workshop, it was found that
teachers that have a clearer perception of STEM are looking for ways to improve
their teaching practices.

Keywords: Teachers, low-cost chemistry lab practices, STEM.
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Challenges in education in
the Dominican Republic

In the Dominican Republic, student

The quality of teachers is essential to

test throughout the many years of its

improve student learning, which is why
the educational systems of some Latin
American and Caribbean countries are
being transformed. Forming human
capital is a challenge for the region.
Reforms to public policies in the field
of education emphasize finding ways
to improve educational quality, and it is
believed that it depends largely on the
training and skills of our teachers.

performance has been low on the PISA
administration. Although compared to
these tests, there was an improvement
in 2018, the scores obtained by students
were well below the average and it was
ranked last in the table, as seen in figure
1. This demonstrates the urgency to
create conditions to improve the quality
of learning and expand student skills in
the areas asessed by this test: science,
mathematics and reading.

El círculo azul es el promedio, el círculo rojo, representa a
República Dominicana. Cada círculo es un país.
Figure 1. PISA test results taken from OECD (2018).
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Therefore, teachers must acquire

been included in the curriculum that

subject-area knowledge, such as

provide pre-service teachers with better

teaching in STEM (science, technology,

employment opportunities and a living

engineering and mathematics) fields.

wage. Although progress has been

Strengthening teachers’ work through

made, there are still pending tasks in

the improvement of teaching skills can

terms of teacher development (Fiszbein

facilitate their professional work and

and et al, 2015), especially when it

teaching practice, help train students

comes to science teaching.

in critical thinking skills, and allow
students to identify problems and

It is common to see that teachers

propose solutions based on the scientific

use the blackboard (figure 2) more

knowledge. Teachers can encourage

frequently than other resources, such as

students to eventually study careers

technology. Teachers often want to do

within STEM areas, which has the

their work better, but find it difficult when

potential to have a positive impact on

they have no resources.

the economies of the countries and
contribute to social development.

In the classroom, we find students of
different ages and levels of knowledge.

Having good pedagogical practices is

The best-trained teachers apply other

undoubtedly a need and the dream of

teaching-learning strategies wherein

many teachers across the Americas.

students work collaboratively, solving

Recently, teaching practices have

problems, or developing projects;

Figure 2. Tiburcio Millán López Night
School 2020. Own photo (2020).
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they learn by doing and they learn

under the mentorship of other teachers,

by discussions, which allows them

seems to be a way of inspiring to face

to analyze different perspectives of a

challenges and obtain results.

solution. Such an activity of this nature is
shown in Figure 3. .

Leadership and teacher
training

In Latin American and Caribbean
countries, the situation is very similar.

The role of teacher-mentors is

Efforts are being made to train

strategic to implement contextualized

teachers, but these reforms cannot be

comprehensive solutions that overcome

successful without the conviction and

partial approaches based on the

participation of teachers when there

ideas that it is possible to improve

is reluctance to address new teaching

education just by giving teacher training

perspectives. I am convinced that when

courses. The construction of a shared

methodologies and teaching strategies

vision encourages the commitment of

are put into practice, they recognize

teachers. It is necessary to give a voice

that they favor the process and see the

to the different actors of the educational

way it impacts their students. Barriers

system so that they feel heard and can

are broken that limit this professional

have space to get out of their trenches

development, especially when those

and see themselves as part of the

acquired experiences are transmitted

system.

by a colleague. Work among peers, or

Figure 3. Immaculate
Heart of Mary School
2020. Prepared by Sandra
G. (2020).
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Endemic problems within education in

leaders because currently I am part

the Dominican Republic are systemic

of an international teacher training

and a single strategy will not solve it.

“Teacher Fellowship,” a project

Educational policy leaders should bring

of the Inter-American Network for

the most experienced teachers to the

Teacher Education (ITEN) of the

dialogue table, since they are key to

Organization of American States

providing solutions, and they know the

(OAS). This project is funded by

reality and context of what happens in

the U.S. Permanent Mission to the

the classrooms. In order to direct the

OAS, with the aim to improve the

efforts of the educational authorities

quality of education through the

to face and organize the educational

training of educational leaders with

system more efficiently, with the actions

knowledge in gender-equitable

that are currently being carried out such

STEM approaches.

as: professional updating, continuing
education and professional teaching
career services; These processes foster

As a Teacher Fellow, I have had the

change, enable the development of

opportunity to learn about active learning

meaningful learning, and offer teachers

methodologies, educational resources

a set of tools to achieve learning

such as PhET simulations (https://

objectives for their courses. For this

phet.colorado.edu/), as well as lesson

reason, educational practices must be

planning to promote critical thinking,

rethought and directed so that teachers

with a focus on STEM. The profesional

can promote the training of autonomous

development tries to advance teachers

students with more developed higher-

toward leadership positions within the

order cognitive skills (Romero and

classroom, but also to invites others

Quesada, 2014, p. 102).

to develop their capacities as leaders.
Now I have the opportunity to propose

For these purposes, I have worked
to expand opportunities for teacher
education, such as workshops,
which aim to improve experimental
skills and chemistry laboratory

activities that impact the improvement of
the quality of education in the Americas.
This training program is part of the
teacher leadership plan that I have
proposed.

work, under a focus on STEM. I
was invited to be part of the body of
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The implementation of the
workshops

Description of the structure
of the manual

Why STEM? STEM promotes the

The manual consists of an introduction,

analysis of situations, experimentation

a general index and indicators of

and other thinking skills, through

achievement. Its objective is to allow

problem solving, beyond just learning

an experience that leads each teacher

scientific content in isolation. Why

to apply the scientific method during

chemistry in STEM? I chose this

the execution of the practices, but

discipline because it motivates teachers

with a methodological approach that

to engage in experimental activities

includes collaborative work using

with low-cost resources, and because

STEM. Each section has a question,

chemistry problems can be addressed in

information about the problem,

a simple way through simple practices.

materials, procedures, data records and
activities to test the skills developed

The management of these workshops

during experiment. The manual consists

was led by the regional department

of 12 practices, and each one has a

of education. The first group of 100

title, objective, introduction, materials,

teachers came from model schools, and

procedure and finally addresses results.

these indvididuals were committed to
participating in regional plan for teacher

During the workshop, teachers carried

profesional development, responding to

out various practices in a laboratory,

the competency-based curricular reform.

such as determining carbohydrates,
detecting reducing sugars, identifying

These profesional development

lipids, peptide bonds, plant cells, and

workshops lasted 36 hours, distributed in

DNA. Teachers then had the opportunity

4 weekly sessions of 9 hours each. The

to carry out these activities with their

strategy used was collaborative practical

students in their respective classrooms.

work with an active constructivist

In figure 4, we can see the teachers

approach. Previously, a manual was

during the profesional development who

developed with experimental practices,

actively participated in the experience.

some taken from textbooks, but
appropriate to the STEM approach.
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The teachers’ interest in learning was
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evident during the workshops. During

through the completion of an evaluative

each activity, a change in their attitudes

rubric at the end of each session.

could be seen as they carried out the
practices. To learn more objectively

There was improvement in teachers’

about the impact on their knowledge

experimental skills. After the workshop

and perception of the methodology and

they have a clearer perception of STEM.

the manual, teachers participated in an

At the beginning of the course, we asked

interview, open-ended questionnaire and

how many teachers had heard the term

a Likert-type attitude scale to measure

STEM. Only 5% answered yes, and of

interest in the workshop. In addition,

these, only 3% said they know how it is

it was possible to assess the level of

implemented in the classroom.

achievement reached by the participants

Figure 4: 2020 Chemical Laboratory Workshop. Own photo (2020).
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Conclusions
It is necessary to carry out a more

• Teachers believe this appraoch
will encourage their students’
inclination for STEM careers.

in-depth diagnosis to understand
the STEM profesional development
needs of teachers in the Dominican
Republic. The experimental skills and
disciplinary knowledge of chemistry
required when working in STEM are
more demanding. Hence, training

Thanks to these types of activities, the
first steps are being taken in the use of
STEM within the laboratory practices
and it seems to be a door to improve the
quality of science learning

in these areas is a pending task. To
facilitate this reproduction of knowledge,
it is important to form communities of
teachers that strengthen their practice
through peer-based work.
The following are some lessons learned
from these workshops:

• With the use of everyday
products, laboratory practices
can be carried out.
• Teachers expressed that they
will apply their new skills in
the classroom, putting into
practice what they have learned.
They are highly motivated to
experiment with each topic on
the curriculum.
• Teachers recognized that
students acquire a better
assimilation of the concepts of
chemistry under this approach.
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Educational

experiences that challenge

By: Leila N. Alarcón González
Title: Experiencias educativas que interpelan
“The secret of a teacher is knowing how to reocgnize the distance between the material that is
being taught and the student who is being instructed, and also the distance between learning
and comprehension.” Jacques Ranciére.
Resumen: Reflexiones acerca de la educación. Confrontaciones entre lo que está escrito y lo que sucede en
la realidad de las prácticas, innovaciones pedagógicas, desafíos constantes, una mirada amable y cercana
a las áreas STEM; son el camino para la comprensión, la búsqueda de procesos pedagógicos basados en la
investigación y en el protagonismo de los estudiantes a partir, deun aprendizaje a través de la interacción,
la curiosidad y el planteamiento de problemas. Con la finalidad de aportar a las sociedades seres críticos y
pensantes frente al mundo y la vida que les rodea.
Palabras clave: Educación, metodologías, preescolar, procesos, STEM.
Abstract: Reflections on education, confrontations between what is written and what happens in the reality
of practices, pedagogical innovations, constant challenges and a friendly and close look at STEM areas. They
are the way to understand and search for pedagogical processes based on research and on the protagonism
of students, based on learning through interaction, curiosity and problem-solving, which ultimately
contributes to societies, are critical and thinking beings facing the world and the life that surrounds them.
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When someone experienced and knowledgeable about “x” topic comes to a school or
institution to talk about educational innovation, new pedagogies or ways of working, people are
surprised and even at times motivated. However, it often takes the speaker longer to leave the
campus than the time it takes teachers to forget absolutely everything they have seen and heard.
Unfortunately, when the practices are resumed, everything remains the same. They see the same
issues, they address them in the same way, they use the usual resources, and, in the end the only
thing that matters is being able to comply with what is necessary. The big question is why is this
happening?
A great hypothesis could be that beyond talking, remembering experiences and
photographic records, what must exist is the example, in other words, demonstrating that what is
exposed and what really works. Then other factors will come, such as taste, interest, sacrifice and
even the desire to generate changes in the work. This basically depends on teachers themselves.
It is as simple as that when one doesn’t like something, it simply is not incorporated, and the
same happens in the educational field. Moreover, to be a bit provocative, I would say that before
anything else, there is that which is related to consciousness—the belief that education truly
deserves to be transformed on a day-to-day basis in order to respond to societal needs.
In this sense, talking about education is to delve into a deep, broad and complex subject,
precisely because it is dynamic, changing and even relevant in the development of societies.
Therefore, it is not enough to study and know about the subject. Rather, it is very important to
update oneself, to know the needs and opportunities that can be found, and to discovery through
them, contemplating at the same time the difficulties, the barriers that appear and how they can
be overcome.
It is important to take a look at the wide range of educational levels that exist. For example,
one of them is preschool education—as important as the rest, but sometimes forgotten or
relegated, many times because of policies or the directives of the educational institutions. For
this reason, it is pertinent to mention that preschool education or also called early childhood
or early childhood education. These levels have been considered more seriously only in recent
years, despite the fact that it has been in writing for several years in documents. Even so, policies,
strategies and actions are currently being considered and carried out that aim at the integral
development of boys and girls between the ages of 4 and 6.
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In this way, in Colombia, for example, in 1984 the Ministry of National Education (MEN),
within its curriculum defined the objective of preschool education for children of these ages
around “to comprehensively and harmoniously develop students’ biological, sensorimotor,
cognitive and socio-affective aspects, in particular communication, autonomy and creativity,
thereby promoting adequate preparation for entering Basic Education” (MEN, 1984, p. 20).
That is, education and development at these ages are considered to be crucial for all the
other development that they must achieve, since they are the foundations of all learning, and for
that reason they must be given priority. However, as already mentioned, what is written on paper
is not always what happens in reality. Therefore, it is appropriate to analyze the panorama from
what is written, and also to consider practices inside and outside the classroom. Indeed, there
should be total harmony between the objectives of initial education and the way in which it is
planned to achieve them, that is, the strategies, methodologies, tools and other related elements.
As a result, it is possible to find a wide variety of opportunities that could contribute to
an excellent preschool education such as working around STEM areas to somehow address the
fundamentals from early childhood, delve into topics of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, taking into account that the gains can revolve around the formation of critical,
autonomous thinkers, interested in the world around them, capable of communicating and
interacting under different situations and contexts, beings who listen but also dare to ask.
Figures 1 and 2 show how a common exploration of plants in preschool can be connected to a
wider exploration of our role in preserving the environment.

Imagen ilustrativa de letras de distintos colores.
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However, the above is perhaps pretentious, even more so when the role of preschool
teachers is clouded by subjective comments, lacking arguments, because unfortunately no value
is given to actions oriented through play or psychomotor and emotional development. Much less,
academic thinking about education has always been intended for high school or college students,
and generally geared toward men.
Of course, under all the above criteria, it becomes a real challenge to generate changes
from the classroom, address issues related to STEM, take critical thinking as the axis of the work,
or generate small changes in practices against factors such as context, resources, colleagues or
directives. Teachers must be skillful and be able to put at least two of them in favor, with character,
responsibility to make decisions, risks to start, move forward, continue and, above all, not give up.

FIG 1
“Plant Superheroes” classroom
project and essential questions for
the unit. Leila Alarcón (2019).
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To achieve this, one must have more than STEM to achieve it. Teachers must reflect on the dynamics

of learning and evolve in what it means to learn and teach, which goes beyond the fact of transmitting,
receiving in a single sense. It is about being able to share experiences in which both teachers and students
can have participation and engagement. Only then can it be said that learning really becomes learning
when it involves the child, when the child is the protagonist and author of the process. In this regard, Freire
(2018) affirms that “teachers should take students’ concerns, their doubts, their curiosities and their relative
ignorance as challenges […] The curiosity and expressiveness of the student can sometimes shake the
teacher’s safety” (p. 67).
That is to say, those teachers who feel that they have the absolute truth should evolve in this
concept if they really want to generate transformations in their educational processes. It is of the utmost
importance to value the students’ questions and know how to guide them so that they themselves
generate more questions and can reach to find the answers.
If the idea is to undertake or deepen in revealing educational processes with greater meaning, it
is necessary to take various steps, which are usually overlooked, or, if they are taken, are done in a simple,
shallow way and with little intentionial. People do not always understand the pedagogical value of
educational practices. In this sense, it is convenient to resort to one of my many learnings and experiences
gained as a member of the Inter-American Network for Teacher Education of the Organization of American
States (ITEN-OEA). Thanks to conferences, discussions, interactions, even visits to different institutions, it
was possible to observe them and recognize their richness and functionality.
The first of these steps has to do with the very important “time to observe,” since from there other
processes are generated that can lead to valuable experiences and great learning. Both students and
teachers should take this time, ask themselves, express their ideas, but also listen to those of others. This
period could be very valuable at the beginning of each session, class or project, but also whenever it is
required to use it, since it is possible to discover new details in each observation.
When the moment has been given to observe, then there is space for experimentation, which is
generally only allowed to the oldest students and in specific spaces, but can take place at any time and
place, with elements of the environment, those that are part of everyday life. For this it is necessary to
present in the classroom environment, elements that arouse curiosity, amazement and that generate
engagement. This step can be observed in Figure 1 of the “Plant Superheroes” classroom project where the
interaction and manipulation of soil, seeds and other materials was possible. When a curiosity is a given,
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the door opens to imagination and interest in learning something new and enjoying it.
After the previous step, there is the opportunity to generate hypotheses and even check them.
Although the word “hypothesis” seems to refer to a complex and adult-level concept, it is possible for
young children to generate hypotheses based on questions that arise spontaneously or from a specific
observation. At this point something very interesting can happen. It is possible that the teacher does not
know the answers, which does not mean that it is a cause for shame. On the contrary, it should be the
opportunity to learn something new and advance at the pace of their students. Part of this process can
be observed in Figure 2. Corresponding to the project mentioned above, this activity was carried out in
a transition grade classroom. The most important thing in this instance is to record all the questions that
arise, in that way it will be possible to resort to them whenever necessary and also to know when they have
already obtained the respective answers.
From there the next step is derived, which is systematization. This should be interpreted as the
capture of information, questions, children’s discussions and everything that can happen in class sessions.
Systematization should become a habit for teachers to allow them to retrieve information, go back to the
moment, remember facts and situations and recoup crucial details. It can be done through writing, or also
from photos and videos. It is essential that the entire process is recorded, not only to contribute continuity to
the investigation, but because in the end the reports will reflect the effort and work of the students, showing
the path traveled in each experience.
By stopping to think about the previous steps, as they have been personally defined, and moving
on to the characteristics of each of them, it may no longer be so complicated and unattainable to seek
investigative processes in the classroom. Analyzing this, from personal experience, I could say that it would
be a good preamble to motivate yourself to try other ways of teaching and learning at the same time in any
area and educational level. However, when it occurs with a preschool teacher in charge of 4 and 5-year-old
boys and girls, or even younger ones, and thinking about approaching science, technology, engineering
and mathematics, there can be two perspectives. The first is to nullify any possibility of achieving success in
the practice of these areas. The second is to reflect on what is already taking place in the classes and to try
to give meaning, order and importance to subjects that are part of real life and that also prepare to live it,
understand it and face it.
Returning to the above, regarding the second perspective that seems to be the most convenient,
it is worth reviewing aspects related to the experience and STEM areas at the preschool level. When you
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begin to break down the acronym, the first letter, “S”, represents the sciences, in which it is easy to deduce
topics such as living beings, nature, the human body, ethical values and, in general, aspects of societies.
Continuing, the letter “T” for technology appears, which is always associated with the media, electronic
devices, visits to systems rooms to learn the basic parts of a computer and simple processes of turning on/
off or handling of certain programs. In the order of the acronym, the “E” would follow, but this time it will
be at the end, because first we are going to refer to mathematics, “M”, which is naturally always related
to quantities, symbols, counting, associations, groupings and processes such as classification, patterns,
analysis and deduction. Engineering finally appears. It was not left last because of its value, but because
for some, talking about engineering is bizarre, even more so in early childhood educational processes. For
this reason, it is pertinent to ground these concepts to the context and ages, to recognize that prejudices
are often greater than the true meanings, reflecting limitations or barriers that are difficult to overcome.
In this sense, what the Boston Children’s Museum (2013) defines regarding STEM areas deserves to be
reviewed broadly:

FIG 2
Figure 2. Estudiantes hacen un exploración
al aire libre en el proyecto de aula “Súper
héroes de las plantas” Elaborado por Leila
Alarcón (2019).
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“Science is a way of thinking. Science is about observing and experimenting, making
predictions, sharing discoveries, asking questions, and wondering how things work. Technology
is a way of doing things. Technology is about using tools, being inventive, identifying problems,
and making things work. Engineering is a way of doing things. Engineering is about solving
problems, using a variety of materials, designing and creating, as well as building things that
work. Mathematics is a way of measuring. Mathematics consists of making sequences (1, 2, 3, 4…),
patterns (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2…), and exploring shapes (triangle, square, circle), volumes (contains more
or less ) and sizes (greater or less than).” (p.3).
In other words, the STEM areas are immersed in daily routines, in the context, in common
experiences, and in teaching resources, with which it is possible to explore, build and experience the
themes that are present in preschool, respecting the level of difficulty in each grade. Of course, all that is
needed is to give them the value they really have in everyday life and the importance they could have in the
development of an optimal existence.
Finally, in the educational field, the most important part goes beyond the tools, methodologies
or strategies that are decided. Actions such as courage, decision, commitment, creativity and love for
the profession are what make all these resources have a meaning in pedagogical processes. It is from the
research that is aspired, so that they are more meaningful and applicable for life. Educational practices
deserve to be constantly rethought and reevaluated, because everyday circumstances are unpredictable,
and you never know when there will be a change or a different need.
A clear example is the confinement situation as a result of the pandemic and it is important to
mention it due to the abrupt and suddenness of the situation, this event did not give time for preparations,
the areas of societies, including education, had to overcome and continue from transformations and
adjustments that allow to give continuity to the processes. Of course, it was and is complex, because
unexpected alternatives and adaptations must be provided that work to some extent so that they are
perfected along the way, in order to seek other strategies and innovate resources. Indeed, trying to achieve
all the objectives, achieving fully satisfactory results, at first, can be complicated and frustrating. Therefore,
one should also consider yet another variable: the ability to recover from adversity, interpret needs, play
with the resources and tools that are available. Undeniably, enjoying the dynamics in person is not the same
as interacting through screens. Contact and personal and social connections are always going to be the best
way to establish relationships, generate emotions and without a doubt, promote learning.
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The question in pedagogical mediation
Title: The question in pedagogical mediation

By: Ana Sofía Salguero López

Resumen: Este artículo tiene la intención de transmitir la importancia de la pregunta en la
mediación pedagógica como una herramienta que se utiliza en las diferentes estrategias junto
con los recursos para desarrollar habilidades necesarias en la vida, como el pensamiento crítico
y la comunicación desde los primeros años en educación preescolar. Además, se menciona los
niveles de pensamiento, se sugieren algunos ejemplos de preguntas que se pueden realizar de
acuerdo con la rutina establecida en el aula. Se realiza una revisión bibliográfica para obtener la
información y de acuerdo a la experiencia de aula.
Palabras clave: Interacciones, mediación pedagógica, pensamiento crítico pregunta generadora,
retroalimentación.
Abstract: This article intends to convey the importance of the question in pedagogical mediation
as a tool that is used in the different strategies together with the resources to develop necessary
skills in life such as critical thinking and communication from the first years in education preschool.
In addition, the levels of thinking are mentioned and some examples of questions that can be asked
according to the routine established in the classroom are suggested. A bibliographic review is
carried out to obtain the information and according to the classroom experience.
Keywords: Interactions, pedagogical mediation, critical thinking, generating question, feedback.
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In my student journey in the pre-school education career at the University of Costa Rica,
I have several professors in mind, in different courses, who spoke to us about the importance of
using pedagogical or generating questions to awaken the desire in the child and the curiosity to
know more, in a meaningful way. Their comments were always that we should use questions, that it
implied thinking about them, and it was an art to know how to ask them so that they really aroused
an interest in the children and especially as teachers not be afraid to face the answers and doubts
of our own children.
After almost 20 years of practicing my profession, I still remember those words and I firmly
believe that it is truly an art to know how to use questions as a strategy in pedagogical mediation
and especially in early childhood. I want to share part of my learning, which I still continue every
day, with the different groups, internalizing the use of the generating questions in the classroom.

Importance of the question in education
It is a privilege to be an early childhood teacher and to have that mission of sharing the
experience with children of asking questions and finding answers, not only of curricular content,
but of life. This implies a challenge, with each group and each student, according to the context of
each individual, knowing their reality, their abilities, and fostering an environment that allows spaces
for questions between the actors of the educational process (children, teachers, parents). We are
the first link in formal education, where the opportunities provided to students will be decisive for
success in the coming school years.
The importance of questioning in education, according to Freud, mentioned by Araújo is
that “Questions help to initiate interactive processes of learning and problem solving, as well as
maintaining them until the objectives are achieved and new problems and new learning situations
arise in this continuous racking that is life” (2005, p.116).
Many times we find children in our classrooms who are afraid of asking questions.
Sometimes we also find teachers who feel uncomfortable or out of their comfort zone when
students ask questions. It is necessary to promote questioning spaces as part of daily interaction in
our classrooms. Doing so generates trust in relationships, awakens interest, curiosity, and desire to
maintain constant communication that favors learning and the development of life skills.
In addition to generating a great openness to knowledge, questioning can help us find a
harmonious and conducive environment for learning (see Figure 1). It is incredible how using
questioning as a mediation strategy can make us feel empowered as teachers.
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FIG 1
Drawing is a form of support to
provide answers and promote a
harmonious environment. Own
photo (2020).

Pedagogical mediation
As teachers we can make a big difference in our students, trying to respond to the commitment
that is asked of us in the Educational Policy (2017) of Costa Rica where they invite us to “implement
educational strategies that reinforce values and achieve the development of competences, stimulate
intellectual curiosity, inquiry, rigorous reasoning and scientific culture in the student, as well as
promoting the educational use of digital technologies” (p.19). We will be able to achieve this with
our pedagogical mediation, that scaffolding that we develop not only with the different strategies,
resources, which would only be activism, but we accompany them with that environment of trust,
security and communication, which causes cognitive challenges and fosters a pleasant environment
for learning, this is where the generating question plays a determining role in favoring the acquisition
of knowledge and life skills.
As Castillo, Castro, Cerdas, Hernández, Hidalgo (2016) tell us
“In the quality of feedback, the spaces that include generating questions, the possibilities of
interacting with the questioners in the horizontal relationship of multiple interactions, where the
mediator provides constant follow-up to the answers and offers constant interventions to favor the
participation of the students through cognitive challenge. A mediating teacher promotes the expansion
Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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and amplification of the responses provided by the children. Also, it constantly clarifies and provides
feedback, without forgetting the emotional aspect, therefore, the recognition and appreciation of the
contributions” (p. 26).
Definitely, the reflection that each teacher makes of their interactions and the feedback

they provide to students is of great relevance. It helps stuents to let go of fear that they are
perhaps undergoing an inquisition, or that they have not yet mastered a topic. It is under these
circumstances where teachers and students take advantage all spaces to learn together, build
knowledge and especially healthy interactions in the classroom, which favors an environment of
safety and independence in learning.
Generative questions seek to provoke astonishment, reflection, and questions about learning
and skills. It is a preparation for life, where the ideal is that in the conversations that are established,
they favor critical thinking according to the different levels.
Opening these spaces for reflection in our classrooms is necessary. It requires that we delve
deeper into our questions, seeking open answers that invite them to question themselves and carry
out a progressive analysis, which is achieved with practice. This begins in our work as a teacher,
daring to ask questions, believing that our students have a lot to offer and contribute, that we really
are mediators of learning, and that it depends a lot on the contributions, the pedagogical mediation
that we carry out.

FIG 2
Any moment of the day is an
opportunity to use generative
questions. Own photograph
(2020).
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In early childhood we are called to initiate those processes that promote critical thiking skills
and develop the different levels of thinking thanks to the interactions that can occur in pedagogical
mediation at any time of the routine (see Figure 2). This can occur during the welcome, with a
greeting, or from the workplace while looking for possible solutions and physical activity, such as
choosing the variations of the errands, to mention just a few.
Some examples to ask questions in the classroom can be found in Table 1:

Examples of generative questions throughout the day
Levels of
thought
1. Knowledge

What are you looking
for?
Know, identify and
remember information

Sample questions
Who missed class
today?
What are the names
of the kindergarten
teachers/helpers?

2. Understanding Understand, organize
and select facts and
ideas.

What is the difference
between the three
houses made by the
three little pigs in the
story?

Examples of
Moments of the Day
-Opening
-Welcome, class roles,
farewell

-Artistic expression

-Opening, job option.

What are the parts of
the body that are on
the head?
3. Apply

Apply, use the facts,
rules and principles

How could we do a
recycling campaign at
school?

-Class roles
Artistic expression

-Draw the route you
take from your home
to the kindergarten.

-Class roles
Artistic expression
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4. Analizar

5. Synthesize

6. Evaluate

Analyze separating the -Build a means of
-Option job,
whole into parts.
transport with recycling Artistic expression
material.
-Feeding, initials,
-What differences are farewell.
there between fruits
and vegetables?
Combine ideas to form -Make a log for each
-Initials, work option,
a new one.
child about the work
physical activity,
in the garden and the artistic activity.
growth of the plants.
-Option work, artistic
expression.
-Create a banner to
carry out a march
against dengue in the
school.
-Physical activity
Evaluate, develop
What can we do to
opinions, judgments
make everyone feel
-Farewell
good despite our
differences?

Note: Table 1. Based on information from the Critical Thinking course, OEA, 2019. Prepared by Salguero,
2020.

After showing some examples of questions, according to the levels of critical thinking at
different times of the day, the fundamental role of teachers in the construction of meaningful learning
is highlighted, using the generating questions as mediation strategies, which implies a constant
interaction between students and teachers.
As a preschool education professional, it should be considered that one can be an agent of
change, through our educational work, from the first years of the educational system, remembering
that each student is a person and our task is to help them develop fully for the benefit of the society.
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Our actions can have positive or negative repercussions on each of the members of our group. For
that reason, it is essential that whenever possible, teachers evaluate themselves in their performance
as mediators and reflect on the interactions that they promote in the classroom and that type of
feedback gives the students mainly in the different question statements.
As long as we are constant in the questions and answers that we offer as mediators, the
development of critical thinking will be emphasized, and, of course, the classroom climate will be
conducive to building learning (see Figure 3). The mission awaits us every day with our students.
The art of knowing how to ask requires our commitment and perseverance, which resonates
within us because we are the best mediators that motivate reflection, wonder and are capable of
generating cognitive challenges.

FIG 3
As teachers we are attentive
to their work to generate
questions and interact with
them. Own photo (2020).
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Title: Transforming Educational
Practices through STREAM across the
Americas
Resumen: En este artículo, describimos la educación STREAM (ciencia, tecnología, lectura, ingeniería, artes
y matemáticas) empleada en algunos de los países de América Latina y el Caribe como un enfoque integral
de la educación. Específicamente, describimos un marco educativo STREAM, prácticas pedagógicas efectivas
y ejemplos de programas basados en STREAM que incluyen BE-STREAMING en Surinam y talleres de RIEDSTREAM en Jamaica, Bahamas y Belice.
Palabras clave: Formación docente, STEM, STREAM.
Abstract: In this paper, we describe STREAM (science, technology, reading, engineering, arts and
mathematics) education employed in some of the Latin-American and Caribbean countries as a
comprehensive approach to education. Specifically, we describe a STREAM education framework, effective
pedagogical practices, and examples of STREAM-based programs including BE-STREAMING in Suriname and
ITEN-STREAM workshops in Jamaica, Bahamas and Belize.
Keywords: Teacher Education, STEM, STREAM.
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Introduction

Remember the quote, “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”? Imagine how this can help
transform pedagogical practices in education if individual successful strategies can be combined
effectively to yield a combined vision that can help transform education. In this work, we will introduce
such an integrated educational concept called STREAM that enhances the components of STEM by adding
arts and reading with science, technology, engineering and mathematics. Specifically, we will share the
impact STREAM has created in countries across the Americas which showcases the strength of ITEN and
other similar partnerships to resolve regional issues in STEM teacher education.
The space race of the fifties in the Cold War era is believed to have forced the United States of America to
place a new national priority on science education. A report to the President by Vannevar Bush, Director
of the Office of Scientific Research and Development in July 1945 titled Science—The Endless Frontier
became the prescription for government support for science. Following this, the Sputnik launch by
the Soviet Union forced a national self-evaluation of the American education, scientific, technical and
industrial strength of the nation. This prompted congress to respond with the National Defense Education
Act of 1958 (Urban, 2010), which emphasized science education and became a significant part of the
country’s science policy. As the drive to create a new generation of scientists and engineers intensified,
this would not only shift the national narrative around STEM education and job training, but mandate new
technologies in classrooms along with training teachers to utilize such media with maximum effectiveness.
Along with STEM, as years went, it also became clear that to prepare better scientists and engineers,
teachers had to engage them in learning how to think artistically, and create the connection between
STEM and the arts, leading to the development of STEAM education.
For Latin American and Caribbean countries, STEM has become an area of particular concern especially for
skills development (Fiszbein et al., 2016). In addition, the results from the recent Program for International
Student Assessment (PISA) administered by the Organization for Economic Development (OECD) to about
600,000 15-year-old students from 79 countries and education systems confirmed that LAC is facing a
learning crisis. Specifically, the results showed that on average, 15-year-old students in the region are
three years behind in reading, mathematics and science than any student in an OECD country. In addition,
the results indicated that more than half of young people still do not achieve basic reading skills. This
may be attributed to a variety of reasons including lack of meaningful instruction that integrates reading
and literacy with the other independent domains in STEAM. This motivates the rationale and the need to
integrate Reading/wRiting into STEAM, yielding a new area of education called STREAM.
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Problem-based learning and Integration
through STREAM
There are multiple studies on the innate ability of children to wonder about the natural phenomena
they encounter and how these experiences can offer project-based learning (PBL) opportunities to spark
their interest in the sciences (Milne, 2010). An interesting practical example to motivate a PBL STREAM
activity could be to start with a visual prompt, for example, the picture of a butterfly as shown in Figure 1

FIG 1
Monarch butterfly as a visual
prompt to initiate notice &
wonder conversation
(Woods, 2016).

The teacher can then invite the students to independently reflect on the visual prompt, which in
this case is a butterfly and share with a partner or to the whole class on what they notice and wonder about
(Watson, 2007; Barlow, 2020). Such open invitation can elicit responses by students which can range from
noticing characteristics (such as type of butterfly, types of colors, the body parts) to wondering about their
ability (such as how fast they fly, when and where do they fly from and fly to). As the students engage in
this activity, the teacher can use this opportunity to open their minds to explore the famous Monarch
butterfly and their migration patterns as they fly from North America to Mexico to avoid cold winters. The
explore phase allows the students to investigate and find out more about these butterflies including their
migration patterns (geography); speed at which they travel and the long distances they fly (mathematics);
their life-cycle as they evolve form eggs to larvae to pupae to adults (science); ways to build gardens by
planting native milkweed and protecting monarch habitat along roadsides, rights of way, and other public
and private lands (engineering); learning how to engage in Google Earth tour of Monarch butterfly journey
(technology); creating puzzles, games and art related activities (arts) and; finally being able to learn the
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vocabulary for example, through crosswords or being able to reflect on what they learnt through a narrative
(reading/writing). Some schools in the USA have included such activities to build butterfly gardens in their
school to help foundational knowledge of students in STEM. Following this, the students are given an
opportunity to explain their thinking, which helps them to reflect on their findings to their peers. Not only
does this phase help students to collaborate but also communicate effectively. The explanations from the
students with facilitated questioning from the teacher will then help students to elaborate on themes they
may have missed by listening to their peers and also give them an opportunity to evaluate both self and their
peers. This approach of engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate is known as the 5E-instructional
approach (Duran and Duran, 2004) that can be combined effectively with STREAM to enhance student
learning of any topic.
Teachers have also combined 5E-instrutional approach with STREAM through integrated lesson plans.
Ms. Bhagya Malladi who teaches middle school grades 7 – 9, integrated science, physics, chemistry and
biology, and food and nutrition in Jamaica is a Master teacher who participated in an ITEN teacher workshop
series offered by the author. She commented on the impact of the 5E and STREAM integrated approach on
her pedagogical practice as well as the improvement of student learning:
In 2018, a three phase ITEN workshop on Transforming Teacher Professional Development in Best
Practices through STREAM was organized by the Master Teacher unit of the Jamaica Teacher Council
(Ministry of Education, Youth and Information) in collaboration with OAS. This workshop by Dr. Seshaiyer
made me a learner for continuous improvement through the integration of subjects into a STREAM
lesson plan, which also helped diverse learners. Through this workshop, I assumed the mantle as a
leader to acquire the mastery of leadership skills. All the various tasks from the workshop honed these
skills for me as a coach/teacher-leader and enhanced my pedagogical practices. I was able to enhance
and support the NSC Curriculum through the 4C and the 5E, which are now important integrated
components of STREAM in action. Besides enhancing my own teaching practice, I have used the STREAM
approach to impact the learning of over 2000 students over the last two years and over 100 teachers
that I have trained as a Master teacher. Most impact was on students that were slow learners initially but
the combined 5E with STREAM approach helped them to gain confidence to work independently and
achieve significant learning gains.
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Impact of STREAM across the Americas
In 2016, a novel program titled BE-STREAMING (Basic Education-Science, Technology, Reading,
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics to Improve the Next Generation) that was supported by the InterAmerican Development Bank was created by the author as a national effort in Suriname to advance basic
education and inspire the next generation of students, teachers and parents to become change agents
for the country. Since its successful opening through a public festival that engaged the community, BESTREAMING has now become a powerful approach to stimulate the interest of Suriname to create an
integrated curriculum through STREAM by producing and presenting the most compelling, exciting, and
educational activities for teachers and students. It has helped to address the importance of 21st century
skills in all careers and everyday life that will help prepare a strong workforce for Suriname. Through BESTREAMING, we have also helped to conduct year-round programming and curriculum development
through educational activities at all levels. Most importantly, BE-STREAMING has helped identify key
stakeholders from Suriname who can now lead and sustain the excitement the program has created!

FIG 2
BE-STREAMING Program
implemented through MOESC,
Suriname,
Padmanabhan Seshaiyer (2016)
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Figure 2 illustrates how a program goes through multiple phases. In the planning phase, a select
group of local teacher facilitators (LTF) were identified that were trained by the author. Along with this
all the 360 schools in the country were divided into local school sites and near each selected school site,
cluster of schools were identified with the help of Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (MOESC)
along with teachers from these schools as participants. Following that, through a training phase the
author and the trained LTF were able to train more teachers through professional development activities.
For example, some of these activities included creating PBL tasks with 5E-STREAM along with lesson plans
and performance-based assessments. Next, an implementation phase allowed the teachers at the local
school sites work with their LTF, to share effective practices with their students. Finally, an evaluation phase
was conducted on understanding the impact of the program on growth mindset for the teachers along
with improved student learning. This program also led to the creation of BE-STREAMING kits for each
school with detailed program activities.
To establish such excitement starts by getting the members of MOESC excited. From 2016 – 2020,
this program has overlapped with three different Ministers including former Minister Robert Peneux who
is seen in Figure 3 inaugurating BE-STREAMING with the current Minister Marie Levens (elected in July
2020) as well Minister Lilian Ferrier (Figure 2) who maintained a two year term from 2018 – 2020. While
there has been turn-over in the leadership, all the Ministers uniformly were excited about BE-STREAMING
and wanted to see this program in all 360 schools. In fact, in April 2020, the MOESC announced the
inclusion of BE-STREAMING into its national instructional plan to be delivered via TV and radio during
school closures to all students across the country due to COVID-19.

FIG 3
BE-STREAMING Program
inaugurated by former MOESC
Minister Robert Peneux
(MOESC). Standing next to
him is the current MOESC
Minister Marie Levens along
with the author. Padmanabhan
Seshaiyer (2016).
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Another example of impact of STREAM was the second edition of the OAS-ITEN workshops in
2018 that involved inviting Ministries of Education of English-speaking OAS member states to implement
STREAM based workshops and to co-certify the participants upon successful culmination of this activity.
Three countries were selected to work with the author including Jamaica, Bahamas and Belize. Each
of these workshops were based on a train-the-trainer model, targeted at principals, teacher leaders,
curriculum developers and teacher professional development staff – selected by the Ministry. The theme
was related to critical thinking skills and community development through STREAM. The ITEN workshops
allowed teachers to also strengthen their ability to promote students’ 21st Century skills including
communication, collaboration, creativity and critical thinking skills and apply these in addressing
problems in their communities. Teachers after participating in this workshop also helped to lead other
teachers to learn methodologies from the workshop to foster students’ capacity to identify a problem,
collecting data and analyzing information, related to a problem in their local community.
After motivating problems connected to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 2015), the training
included exposing about 40 teacher participants in each country to a variety of brainstorming and brainwriting tools including the Fermi approach to problem solving. This is characterized by not presenting
all information, which apparently would be necessary for solving a given problem, and by being difficult
to solve by using specific methods (Ärlebäck and Bergsten, 2013). Furthermore, participants also learned
how to apply a human-centered design thinking approach (Brown, 2008), and several mind-mapping
approaches including the affinity mapping technique along with a root-cause analysis using 5-Whys.
Following the training, participants were expected to each train a group of at least ten more teachers on
the techniques they learned from the ITEN workshops. Not only did this follow-up opportunity help the 40
workshop participants to reinforce the new pedagogical practices they had picked up but also it helped
build capacity to about 400 teachers in each country engaged in learning about new instructional and
pedagogical practices.
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FIG 4
OAS-ITEN STREAM Workshop in
Jamaica (2018)
Padmanabhan Seshaiyer (2018).
Figure 4 shows participants from Jamaica learning about failure through a marshmallow challenge;
using various techniques, including a collaborative 6-3-5 brain-writing activity (Litcanu et al., 2015) to
integrate and refine their lesson plans; teacher participant sharing enhanced lesson plans through the
5E-STREAM approach; and showing a teacher who impacted at least ten other teachers as a follow-up
activity.
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FIG 5
OAS-ITEN STREAM Workshop in
The Bahamas (2018)
Padmanabhan Seshaiyer (2018).
Figure 5 shows teachers from The Bahamas engaged in an affinity mapping with post-it notes combined
with “5-whys” technique (Voehl, 2016) which helped them to identify extrinsic factors and intrinsic
factors connected to challenges in their educational system and how to leverage and identify potential
opportunities. Also shown is a teacher building a prototype of a drone through which all participants were
taught how to incorporate a learning by doing framework combined with STREAM to engage students in
state-of-the-art technologies.
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FIG 6
OAS-ITEN STREAM Workshop in Belize
(2018) (Courtesy: Padmanabhan Seshaiyer)
Figure 6 shows similar activities shared with members in Belize. One important observation
included differences in the gender of the teacher participants in the countries that participated. In
particular, the percentage of male participants from Belize was fifty percent while male participants in
Jamaica and Bahamas was under ten percent. Such topics also stimulated many interesting conversations.
The examples presented demonstrates why STREAM education helps teachers become designers
and students become creators. STREAM is even more impactful if the curriculum aligns with the local
context. For instance, instead of the butterfly migration PBL activity discussed earlier for the North
Americas, for a country like Costa Rica, it could relate to re-growing and restoring forests that are helping
hundreds of species thrive as well as helping cultivate agricultural products. One may also consider
contexts that connect to impact of natural disasters such as hurricanes or spread of diseases such as
COVID-19 that not only helps to promote the much needed awareness of integrated approaches like
STREAM but also helps engage young minds think critically and creatively about real-world problem
solving.
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A Tale of Two Teachers:
COVID-19 as Opportunity
to Reflect on

STEM pedagogy
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Conroy Hall, Janille Malcolm, and
Cheryl Sobers
A Tale of Two Teachers:
COVID-19 as Opportunity to Reflect on STEM pedagogy

“If you want to build a ship, don’t drum up people to collect wood
and don’t assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to
long for the endless immensity of the sea.”
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
Resumen: Este artículo describe las experiencias de dos profesoras en
diferentes países del Caribe que tienen un compromiso inquebrantable
común con la educación científica, a pesar de la interrupción de la
enseñanza debido a la pandemia CoVid-19, se realizaron actividades
de aprendizaje en línea. El documento describe sus viajes durante las
aguas desconocidas de los primeros meses de la pandemia cuando hubo
más preguntas que respuestas. Las lecciones aprendidas incluyeron la
importancia de centrarse en la pedagogía en lugar de la tecnología, el
valor de las comunidades de aprendizaje y una reevaluación del papel del
profesor en el aprendizaje basado en indagación.
Palabras clave: Caribe, COVID-19, emergencia, enseñanza de las ciencias,
enseñanza en línea, STEM.
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Abstract: This paper describes the experiences of two teachers in different
Caribbean countries who had a common unfailing commitment to science
education, despite the disruption of emergency online teaching due to the
CoVid-19 pandemic. The paper describes their journeys during the unchartered
waters of the first few months of the pandemic when there were more questions
than answers. Lessons learned included the importance of focusing on pedagogy
rather than technology, the value of communities of learning and a re-examination
of the teacher’s role in inquiry-based learning.
Keywords: Caribbean, COVID-19, emergency, science teaching, online teaching,
STEM.
Introduction
COVID-19 presented a compelling reason for teachers to learn the skills needed for
emergency online teaching. But the legacy of the COVID era is not just the upskilling
of teachers, it is an opportunity for teachers to reflect on STEM pedagogy through
the lens of technology. This paper is grounded in the experiences of 2 teachers:
Barbara*, a primary school teacher in Barbados, and Jacinta*, a high school
teacher in Jamaica (* not their real names). When COVID-19 struck, Barbara and
Jacinta, like so many other teachers, were suddenly challenged by the uncertainty
of online teaching. They had no choice but to quickly learn new methods to face
this challenge and had little idea that adjusting to online teaching would lead to
insights into their STEM pedagogy.
For almost 20 years, Barbara has been teaching STEM classes in general science
often integrated with mathematics at the primary level. On the brink of COVID -19,
and despite the government’s program for the island-wide upskilling of teachers in
the use of technology in instruction, Barbara was relatively new to using the digital
format. She continued to use the chalk-and-talk and paper pedagogy that persisted
in her school along with her own practice of using the Internet to source information
for lessons. In her classroom, she gave students notes and encouraged hands-on
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STEM activities in small groups at the designated Science table, where she
provided students with many teacher-made materials. Then COVID-19
struck, and the foundation of Barbara’s STEM pedagogy was rocked by a
paradigm shift to online-only STEM teaching.
Jacinta has been teaching Chemistry and Biology at the secondary level
in Jamaica for 15 years. Like most of her colleagues, she was proficient in
using technology. At her school, teachers were encouraged to reduce
their use of chalk-and-talk in favor of increased use of technology. Almost
all staff members used a learning management system and apps of their
choice. When Jacinta taught STEM, her students conducted experiments in
a science laboratory. In addition, Jacinta enhanced laboratory experiments
with virtual simulations. When COVID-19 struck, Jacinta was faced with the
dilemma of an online-only format with which to prepare Grade 11 students
for important regional examinations.
Leaders in Teaching STEM Online
Barbara and Jacinta felt a common urgency- they wanted to get up to
speed with online STEM. But with little opportunities for training, both had to
embrace personal professional development to upskill themselves. Barbara,
with her primary school colleagues, looked for stability in the new online
world. She used technology to manage her STEM instruction- Edmodo,
a learning management system adopted by her school, and Zoom for
interacting with her students. She focused on using a few tools to continue to
teach “hands-on” science.
I had to quickly learn, within a matter of a week, how to use two
platforms… Edmodo and Zoom... I had to think of creative ways
to allow children to still participate in demonstrations, experiments
and problems. (Barbara, primary teacher in Barbados)
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Jacinta, already somewhat familiar with online STEM teaching, delved
deeper into the use of technology to both manage and deliver STEM
instruction to her secondary school students. She taught herself Zoom,
and invested hours exploring apps to “spice up” her students online STEM
experiences. For example, she replaced physical manipulatives, like
the skeleton left behind in the Biology lab at school, with software like
Anatomyka that allowed virtual 3-D manipulation of the skeletal system.
I would familiarize [the students] with the programs … to see which
one they responded to the best. [I did] it by trial and error, I found
that videos online showed you how [the software] worked, but the
rest was up to you! (Jacinta, secondary teacher in Jamaica)
Insights into STEM pedagogy: Inquiry-based learning
Interestingly, the requisite need to socially distance themselves from their
students in online emergency teaching provided a common insight for
Barbara and Jacinta- they re-examined their role as facilitators of inquirybased learning. “Structured science” at the tidy science table in Barbara’s
primary school classroom and the neat lab stations in Jacinta’s secondary
science laboratory was suddenly replaced by “home-based science” in the
complexity of students’ kitchens. It was difficult to control variables and be
consistent across kitchens. The teachers were surprised that home-based
science encouraged critical thinking for their students and for themselves.
The examples below describe some of the teachers’ “aha” moments.
Can I use parsley instead?
Barbara had to think ‘outside the box’ when the Zoom demonstration to her
Grade 5 class of water uptake by celery was met with the question, “Mam,
can I use parsley instead? My mother doesn’t have celery.” Barbara didn’t
know. At school she would have provided the materials for the children- she
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always used celery. She seized the opportunity to encourage the child to
practice STEM, answering, “Why don’t you try it and let the rest of the class
know?” Barbara was surprised by the child’s initiative and the rich discussion
that flowed from his independent investigation (see Figure 1).
It is amazing how I sometimes forget how inquiry-based learning
genuinely fosters curiosity in my students… within a day he was
able to investigate the problem for himself and afterwards he
eagerly messaged me his findings…along with his classmates …
we discussed [his findings] at length. (Barbara, primary teacher in
Barbados)

Figure 1. Capillary action
illustrating capillary
action of dyed water in a
plant. Photos by Barbara,
used with permission.

Why don’t our chromatograms look alike?
Jacinta found herself problem-solving with her Grade 9 students doing
paper chromatography in their kitchens (Figure 2). At school, Jacinta would
have provided standardized resources and procedures, but in their kitchens,
students developed and had to troubleshoot their own methods. They had
to think critically about the volume of alcohol needed based on the height,
length and width of their containers and the dimensions of the paper used.
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Figure 2. Chromatograms observed by Jacinta’s Grade 9 students at home.
Photos by Jacinta, used with permission.
Although students viewed simulations of paper chromatography prior to
doing their own, there was variation in their interpretation and understanding
of how the investigation should be performed and in the resources at hand.
A student’s query: “Why don’t our chromatograms look alike?” led to a rich
discussion of possible sources of error and implications for the validity of
conclusions that could be supported with the evidence observed.
The Market Lady’s Hypothesis
Jacinta challenged her Grade 11 students with the problem: A market
lady claims that if she rubs lime on the cut surface of her yams, they last
longer. She asked students to design an experiment at home to investigate
the market lady’s claims (Figure 3). Students were free to use various video
editing software to record their observations, and to submit their lab reports
via email or through Google Classroom. Pre-COVID, the investigation would
have been in the school laboratory. However, when students performed
the experiment at home, Jacinta noticed that they transferred their findings
to their own lives–they began to experiment with using lime juice on other
produce in their homes.
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Figure 3. Jacinta’s Grade 11 student preparing to experiment with yam.
Photo by Jacinta, used with permission.
Can I build it? Will it fly?
With renewed commitment to inquiry-based learning, Barbara challenged
her Grade 5 students to build and fly a kite- a popular pastime in Barbados.
On Zoom, Barbara discussed templates of the kites with the children, lines of
symmetry of the kite’s shape, how to create a scale drawing of a template
for the kite and the proportional reasoning to upscale the template to the
size of the real kite. Offline, children tackled design decisions of materials
and size and tail length to make a kite that could fly. Barbara asked the
children to post a picture on Edmodo of the kite (Figure 4) or of themselves
flying the kite. Barbara noticed that not only did the children’s technology
skills improve, but also their problem-solving and creativity skills.

Figure 4. Two kites created by Barbara’s Grade 5 students. Photos by
Barbara, used with permission.
Revista Conexiones: una experiencia más allá del aula. Vol.13. Nº 1, febrero 2021.
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In summary, the teachers’ experiences of online emergency STEM teaching
were opportunities to reflect on their pre-COVID STEM practices.
Adversity forced me to re-examine my practice. Before COVID-19,
I always thought that students needed structure and clear
procedures to conduct science. But online I saw them discover the
true nature of science in the absence of structure. Sometimes it’s
our own fears and limiting beliefs that limit our students. (Jacinta,
secondary teacher, Jamaica)
The teachers came to value student autonomy and the critical thinking,
problem solving and transfer of learning possibilities that authentic science
experiences can offer their students.
Discussion
The important issues of equity and students’ well-being were concerns for
both Barbara and Jacinta, but are beyond the scope of this paper. Also,
Barbara and Jacinta were only two teachers among many teachers of
the Caribbean, even more so, two teachers in two different countries at
two different education levels. Their experiences may not be typical of the
experiences of other teachers in their schools or countries. Nevertheless,
despite the unique contexts, some lessons were learned that may help to
advance STEM in Caribbean schools and across the Americas.
Lesson 1. Focus teacher STEM professional development on teachers, not
technology. Education is littered with unfulfilled promises of technology’s
transformation of education and teachers’ resistance to technology in
teaching (Cuban, 1986, 2003; McQuirter, 2020). Yet, when technology
became necessary to meet goals the 2 teachers were committed to
(longing for) their uptake of technology was immediate. Barbara was
committed to using technology to find “creative ways to allow the children
to still participate in demonstrations, experiments and problems.” Jacinta’s
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concern was with student engagement and assessment in online STEM.
Teachers adopt technologies that support and extend practices they value;
focus on the application of the technology in STEM teaching rather than on
the “bells and whistles” of the technology itself (Cuban, 2018; Kaden, 2020;
McQuirter, 2020; Nasr, 2020; Rasmitadila et al (2020).
Lesson 2. Encourage teachers to leverage collegial networks while at
the same time, provide country-level/system-wide support of online STEM
pedagogy. Haverback (2020) suggests that CoVid-19 is an opportunity for
teachers to experience enhanced self-efficacy through mastery of the
new domain of online teaching. She, along with others (Madden, 2020;
Fullan, 2020) suggest that collegial networks are essential to mastery. Barry
et al (2020), Lassoued et al (2020), Rasmitadila et al (2020) Yao et al (2020)
highlight the importance of a national (country-wide) response to support
teachers during CoVid emergency online teaching. Barbara’s professional
networks, whether with her primary school colleagues, or with the wider
community of STEM practitioners, was limited. This in turn limited her potential
growth (self-efficacy) in STEM pedagogy. On the other hand, Jacinta’s
mastery of online STEM was facilitated by a science mentor teacher at her
school and her wider connection to a collegial STEM community through
a national organization (the Jamaica Teachers’ Council). Where national
initiatives do not exist, teachers like Barbara can leverage collegial networks
such as ITEN to connect to a community of STEM colleagues across countries
and contexts.
Lesson 3. Encourage teachers to reflect on their role in Inquiry-based
Learning. Yao et al (2020) reported that the role of the teacher in online
teaching during CoVid- 19 is critical to effective student learning. Teachers
have many possible roles in the inquiry-based learning (Banchi & Bell, 2008)
at the heart of STEM teaching. Pols (2020) in a comparison of teaching
strategies, suggested teachers use guided inquiry, as opposed to open
inquiry as the best approach for online teaching of first-year physics students.
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Madden (2020) described her role as coach, partner and co-explorer of
the serendipities of students’ interests in the “divine nonchalance” of open
inquiry. Pre-CoVid, both Barbara’s and Jacinta’s STEM practice was more
that of confirmatory inquiry- teacher in charge. However, emergency online
teaching gave insight into a more powerful role- teacher as guide.
As the pandemic trudges on and an emergency response is no longer
needed, Barbara and Jacinta will continue their journeys of yearning for the
best that inquiry-based learning can offer their students.
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“Fritzy Creative Soap
Factory”: an integrated
proposal for the teaching of
science in preschool

By: Milagritos Emma Jáuregui de la Cruz
“Fritzy Creative Soap Factory”: an integrated proposal for the teaching of
science in preschool
Resumen: Este proyecto que obedece a STEM y tiene como propósito
despertar el interés de los niños por la ciencia desde la indagación y el
socio-constructivismo, en una propuesta integradora de aprendizajes. Ello,
se evidencia cuando descubren cómo hacer jabones naturales, crean su
propia marca de nombre Fritzy, convirtiéndose en emprendedores cuando
organizan una feria para vender sus jabones.
Palabras clave: Aprendizaje basado en proyectos, emprendimiento,
indagación, socio constructivismo, STEM.
Abstract: It is a project that obeys STEM and has the purpose of awakening
children’s interest in science from inquiry and socio-constructivism, in an
integrative learning proposal. This is evident when they discover how to
make natural soaps, they create their own brand called Fritzy, becoming
entrepreneurs when they organize a fair to sell their soaps.
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Keywords: Project-based learning, entrepreneurship, inquiry, socioconstructivism, STEM.
Science is a fundamental component of education that must be promoted
from early childhood, providing experiences of exploration and discovery
in interaction with the environment: observing, touching, smelling, listening,
tasting and making comparisons among surrounding objects. Thus, we open
the doors to the world of science, laying the foundations for the construction
of more complex learning and a better quality of life.
From a reflective analysis, preschool teachers carry out activities that
develop diverse skills, but they do not necessarily focus on learning science
with a vision of entrepreneurship and care for the environment. In this work,
we will show a project that integrates these elements.
Telling the story
The five-year-old children of the “Creative Artists” classroom, of kindergarten
No. 090 Santa Rosita de Lima, have the habit of recycling and reusing
elements to store their materials, turning them into paint palettes and
toys, among others things, showing their commitment to the environment.

Figure 1. Project: Fritzy
Creative Soap Factory. Own
photograph, (2019).
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One day while talking in their daily class meeting, they came up with the
idea of making natural soaps, commenting, “My mother buys natural soaps
because they are good for the skin,” and “She has made soaps, but they did
not come out well.” Another child reflected: “This is how the planet is cared
for, because no chemicals are used.” This situation aroused the curiosity and
interest of the children, providing an opportunity to teach and learn about
science—the challenge, making natural soaps.
The path to inquiry
One strategy for establishing open dialogues and probing questions is group
discussion. So, we start by asking “How are natural soaps made? Why are
they called natural? How are they different from other soaps? Where will we
make them?” Thus, we are able to collect their previous knowledge, ideas,
“theories,” possible “hypotheses” and solutions (Figure 1). One such idea
mong these students was that “natural soaps are made with plants because
they are good for health.”
first organized our laboratory using recycled materials, thanks to the support
of the families. Each child had tables to record data, mortars, and flasks,
among other items. We made a sign that said “laboratory.” When it was
ready, we felt excitement and satisfaction.

Figure 2. Fritzy Creative Soaps
Laboratory. Own photograph
(2019).
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Our first investigative experience was “a visit to the botanical garden of
medicinal plants.” During the visit, our guide allowed them to experiment
with muña (a Peruvian medicinal herb), mint, chamomile, and lemon
verbena. They discovered their odors, colors, textures, and we explained
their healing properties and usefulness in cosmetics. The children were highly
motivated, showing curiosity, amazement, and expectation, and they asked
questions. It was of great impact and prompted us to continue with this
adventure.
The next day, during the class meeting they discussed what they discovered
and learned during the visit, verifying that herbs are good for health and are
used to make natural soaps. In addition, they brought herbs that we put to
dry on strings as an ingrediate to make the soaps (figure 2). At the end of the
day, a girl proposed to make infusions, telling us that her mother made her
drink herbal water (figure 3). So, we agreed that the next day we would do
the experiment “Infusions of medicinal plants.”
Project-based learning is open and flexible. It allows us to include in the
process experiences that arise from children’s motivation, and, in this case, it
was another opportunity to do science.
This experience began by tasting an infusion. Then students were asked,
“What did you think? How are the infusions prepared? What will we do to
make it have color, smell and taste? What would happen if we put hot
water on it? What would happen if we put cold water on it?” Students
posted two hypotheses: “When you pour hot water out its smell, color and
flavor” and the other, “Pour cold water ...”.
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Figure 3. Preparing herbal infusions. Own photo (2019).
The experiment was carried out, verifying that with the hot water the
color, flavor and smell, characteristic of an infusion, were obtained. They
enjoyed the drink, commenting on its healing properties. Some tried how
it tasted with lemon, until a child came up with a combination of infusions,
discovering new flavors. The children made their requests: “muña and
mint”, “chamomile and lemon verbena.” In this way, they learned how to
prepare herbal teas. Finally, they recorded the experiment by sketching the
transformations that the herbs underwent by pouring cold and hot water on
them.
Experimentation
To make the first soaps, the children invited Teté, a forest engineer who does
science with children. The expected day arrived, and we had the supplies—
solid glycerin, aromatic herbs, cloves, cinnamon and molds.
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In addition, Teté brought lavender, essential oils, and cocoa butter made
by her, increasing their interest, motivating them to ask “How did you make
cocoa butter? What are essential oils? Why do you make them yourself?”
She allowed them to manipulate them, and explained that cocoa butter
softens and nourishes the skin, resolving their questions.
The children organized into teams and agreed on the rules. In this
experience we would test the hypothesis that “Natural soaps are made with
plants and not with chemicals.”
Each team had their supplies, and we began by asking them: “How will
we make the soaps? What will we put in our molds first?” In their respective
group, the child explored the smells, shapes, colors, they chose the herbs of
their choice that they cut into small pieces, placing them in the molds with
cloves, chamomile flowers, among others (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Inputs to make the
soaps. Own elaboration,
(2019)
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Then they were asked, “What will we do with the glycerin?” One girl said that
“It must be melted because it is hard, ‘solid’.” Another girl said, “How can
we melt it?” And the answers began: “You have to warm it up with the sun,”
“It will take time.” “You have to put the glycerin in a pot so that it is heated
and melted.” Students formulated new hypotheses. So, the glycerin was
placed in a pot, watching it melt as it heated up, adding cocoa butter, and
essential oils to it. “It’s turning liquid!” they said grimly. Meanwhile, the one in
the sun never melted.
The warm glycerin was dispensed into jars to fill their molds, experiencing the
change from liquid to solid, finding that it cooled rapidly.
At the end, they showed their soaps explaining how they made them,
comparing them with those of their friends, discovering in each one
their own and unique creation. From that day on, we already had prior
knowledge, which helped us to continue researching and testing different
ways to make soaps. During this process students observed the drying of the
herbs and their changes. We did the test with orange juice, but the soaps
came out sticky.
Until one day, when a child saw our production, he said “There are many,
I know! We have a soap factory!” One girl showed a handmade soap,
proposing: “We must make creative soaps!”, posing another challenge. We
showed them decorative soaps, which they observed with great interest,
asking them “How does one make creative soaps? Students said “You have
to make them colorful. We need to put bits of colors on them. We need to
put paint and glitter on them, with heart shapes, flowers.”
Thus came the name: “Creative Soap Factory.” It was surprising to hear all
the information they brought from home.
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Figure 5. Soaps produced by children. Own elaboration, (2019)
Students began by making them in two colors, transparent, with spirals,
flowers, and petals, among others (Figure 5). They were always asked: “What
would happen if were to add…? What other way can we make them?” All
the soaps were really artistic, causing so much creativity, commenting that
they were a work of art. Each day they made different creations. They also
found that rubbing alcohol on the surface of the soap prevented it from
cracking or bubbling.
They discovered among the recycled materials containers of various shapes
and sizes, but when using them from molds, the soaps could not be removed
from the mold. Students wondered “Why in these molds they cannot be
removed from the mold?” Students soon realized that by putting oil on them,
the soaps would easily come out of the mold.
From a research product to entrepreneurship
Yet another challenge arose when one of the girls said “If we have a soap
factory, then we must sell our creative soaps, how will we go about selling
them?” The first proposal was to put a brand on it.
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There were various ideas, until a child came up with the name “Fritzy”, which
was the cat in Paul Klee’s painting “Cat and Bird”, which we learned about
in an art project. Fritzy was the painter’s cat and he captured the story of
Fritzy in his work. Everyone voted in favor of this name, being fascinated,
as they had replicated the painting and the story impressed them. So the
project was now called “Fritzy Creative Soap Factory” (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Fritzy, brand name of the soaps. Own photo (2019).

Another idea was to hold a soap fair.
They were asked: “What will we do with the money from the sale?” As it was
time to say goodbye to the garden, they decided to invest it in their farewell
party with ice cream, cake and piñata.
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So they got to work. They created bags with their own designs, cases with
recycled boxes. They sketched Fritzy to make the labels and they created
posters for advertisements. In addition, we agreed on the prices and they
practiced the sale with the cardboard coins of one sol and five new soles
(currency of Peru).
The Soap Fair
On this day we were overflowing with emotions. We organized ourselves
into sales and packaging groups, they decorated the tables and we told
the story on a mural with their drawings and photographs (Figure 7). The
turnout was massive. We had a good production and the sale flowed. Some
children announced “Selling creative Fritzy soaps! Come and get them!”
Others explained how they had developed them. But we were not alone;
we had the full support of the families and the educational community. The
next day, we counted the money with the children. The sale was a success—
we made it and we enjoyed our great farewell party.

Figure 7. Sale at the Fritzy Creative Soaps Fair. Own photo (2019).
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Final thoughts
The project achieved the expected impact by awakening the intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation of the children and maintaining the curiosity that
led them to investigate how to make natural soaps. In addition, projectbased learning is a powerful resource for doing science. Both are carried
out by giving prominence to the student and freedom to propose their
ideas, answering and asking questions, proposing theories, seeking solutions,
and providing experiential experiences. These opportunities allowed them
to transform the materials in soaps and finally sell them in a creative and
successful way. These opportunities demonstrate that science is integrated
with other learning, including language development, mathematical
thinking, self-esteem, emotions, creativity and forming good citizens
committed to caring for the environment in search of the common good.
Through this experience, the children assumed a scientific attitude, became
researchers, increased their vocabulary, showed attitudes of solidarity,
worked as a team, strengthened their friendship, proved to be entrepreneurs
with their “Fritzy Creative Soap Factory”, and manged to self-finance their
farewell party.
Being a teacher implies permanent learning, including teaching science, a
challenge that demands greater effort and commitment. Therefore, the role
of coaching and management must occur through positive interactions,
forming a learning community with families and the teaching, directive
and administrative team of the garden. It should create a welcoming
environment of cooperative learning, where children are listened to,
respected, valued and loved, with a teacher who knows their interests,
needs, cognitive, social and emotional demands, who turns error into
opportunity, fostering scientific thinking, and keeping curiosity alive.
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